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SGA Election Results: Platt President, Epstein VP
BY MATT HENRY
News Writer

On Wednesday, April 20th,
the SGA held its annual elections. Liz Platt '95 was elected
president with 397 votes. Paul
Wasserman '95, the other nominee for president, followed Platt
in the polls with 247 votes. Mr.
Wasserman was abroad during
the semester and was unavailable during the campaign.
Jonathan Epstein '97 was honored with the vice presidency,
receiving 400 votes. Vincent
Mase '95 and Maxine Skaggs '95
both fell short of the office by
over 200 votes.
Mr. Epstein said that since
his appointment he has already
started working. He has been
lobbying to open the Minority
Affairs Committee to members
outside of the SGA. "I would
like to see members of LVL,
AASA, and other groups come
and join the committee." In addition, Mr. Epstein is arranging
to meet with the leaders of the
Greeks to re-examine the future
of the fraternity system at the
school,
Ms. Platt spoke about some
of the items she will address
next year. "I would like to work
on the SGA's image. I want the
SGA to be more representative
of the studetit body. I would

also like to work on the parliamentary procedure. I think it is
very limiting." In addition to
these smaller changes Ms. Platt
would like to introduce frequent
study breaks or town meetings
whereby students can come talk
to the SGA outside of the regular meetings. This would allow
students to give theirinput without feeling intimidated by procedures. Ms. Platt also mentioned a change in the committee structure, although the nature of these changes was not
discussed. "I think the SGA has
a lot of potential. I didn't like
the SGA as a freshman or sophomore, but I got involved and
want [to make a] change. Right
now there is a foundation for
change that [wasn't there before]."
Ms. Platt also commented
on some of the obstacles that
would present themselves to the
SGA next year. "We've seen a
lot of anti-SGA sentiment this
year," she said. "That could
really hurt us. I also think that
our history is an obstacle. We
can't go back and say 'look at all
the wonderful things the SGA
has done in the past.' I don't
know if that will work. We have
to look to working hard in the
present." She also added that
she felt that there was student
please turn towage4
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Cable T.V, Proposed For
Dorm Lounges At Trinity
still under debate and that is
whether or not dorm lounges
will be wired for cable televiThe Buildings and sion. This project would be a
Grounds department usually collaborative effort between
takes advantage of the major- Residential life, the trustees, the
ity of the student body's ab- Student Government Associasence to undertake projects all tion, the Computer Center and
over campus. This summer the Dean of Student's Office.
the majority of their attention The project is being presented
is going to be concentrated on to the board of trustees by Dean
Mather renovations, however, Peters as an additional part of
Buildings and Grounds will be the improvement of social outundertaking
additional lets. The recurring costs for
thirty lounge units would be
projects.
The Stowe dormitory's ten thousand dollars a year. The
bathrooms are due to be reno- belief is that the student lounges
vated, which will cost approxi- would bring students together
mately fifty thousand dollars. daily, encouraging more dorm
Security screens will be imple- unity.
However, since Dr. John
mented in the rest of the dormitory facilities as part of Cam- Langeland, Director of Inforpus Safety's on going endeavor ' mation Technology, would be
to assure the student body's in charge of instillation and the
protection against theft. In the plan calls for those costs to be
Jarvis dormitory, the second taken out of the computer cenand third floor bathrooms will ter budget; he is leery of the
cable being used as merely a
be renovated.
continued on page 4
A fourth maJQr project is
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Writer

Painter Reflects On First Weeks
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Managing Editor

In a follow up interview
after his initial address to the
school, President Painter expounded on the future of Trinity College, and his role in that
future.
"It's been very busy, but I
expected that," President
Painter said in regard to his first
weeks as President of the college. "It's been more fun than I
thought it would be ... people
have been so nice." After his
initial speech to the school,
which he himself termed a sort
of "pep-rally," he received many
notes of encouragement and
approval from students, faculty,
andalumni, Notonlydoes President Painter take that as a good
sign for his presidency, but also
he thinks that this faith is "a
good sign for the college."
While he would love to
have "pep-rallies" every week,
President Painter sees it as important to continue to improve
the college's "intellectual and
academic quality." The Strategic Flan he sees as the foundn-

what we needed to do to improve the college. "We are now
at the point where we need to
pull it all together so the right
hand knows what the left is doing."
In order to do this, President Painter said we needed to
start with the very beginning of
students' experiences with the
college—recruiting—and work
through the rest of their academic careers. He also stated
that many different branches of
the college have been trying difKATHERINE MITCHELL
ferent programs and apPresident Borden Painter.
proaches, and that now was the
tion by which we will be able to time to throw out those that
do this — calling it a "good didn't work and keep those that
working document." On top of do. "When you put all these
that, President Painter sees it as pieces [together]... if we can go
important to "try to improve ahead and begin- to implement
not just the image but the real- these things" then we're in good
shape.
ity."
Inherent in this also is imThe fact that Trinity needs
improving means that some- proving the school's image.
thing is not right currently; and When asked if Trinity was a
in his speech, President Painter "party school," President
mentioned that often Trinity Painter responded that, "I know
College is not as strong as the that to some degree we have
sum of its parts. "Where we've thatreputation." Buthe quickly
been weak is pulling it all to- added, "I'mnotagainstparties,"
gether," he said in response \o
plrnsc tiirr. to pngr 5
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Registrar Does Not Cater To
Any Race Or Economic Status

'College" Radio?

I considered to be a no-brainer.
My point is that the registration sysMark Thacker's letter to the editor tem at Trinity has been, and appears will
(April 19,1994) brought back feelings of continue to be, inefficient and sometime
nostalgia for me as I remembered my unfair. However, in my four years at
four years at Trinity. His story brought Trinity, I was neither given special priviback memories of the trials and tribula- leges because I am white, nor was I distions of the annual scramble at registra- criminated against due to my parents'
tion and the inevitable problems that I financial situation. Such claims are inapencountered yearly at the registrar, secu- propriate and do not advance Mr.
rity office, or the Dean's office. I often Thacker's argument.
By the way, almost every problem
found myself pleading to some sort of
authority over what I thought to be a I've ever encountered was almost always
minor problem mat could easily be fixed dealt with on some page of the student
in a few minutes by any rational indi- handbook, which is distributed to all
vidual. I felt that surely they could make students and available all semester.
an exception in my case. Although the
Don't ignore it.
people I dealt with could obviously determine that I was white, it was always a
Sincerely,
major hassle for me to get corrected what
Steve Clement '92
To the Editor:

RTC, Radio Trinity College, receives approximately
$27,000 in student activities funding. For the amount
of your money that is being put into the station, how many
times have you tuned in?
The product of this vast amount of money is a radio
station that doesn't seem to care about the students of the
College. The schedule is not publicized, and when you
tunes in, the music is of just about every format except what
the students would like to hear.
The station's shows mostly cover areas of the musical
spectrum that almost nobody on campus listens to. As a
result, the station gets approximately 50% of its DJs from off
campus. WRTC managers have even admitted that the
station's focus is not necessarily the campus community.
There are students on campus who would like to listen
to WRTC, and even students who would like to work for
WRTC. However, the station drives away most new volunteers. New DJs are forced to play music they don't like and
know nothing about. As a result, no students tune in.
On top of this, there is a serious hole in the variety of
music in Hartford. There are stations that play top-40 music
(Madonna, Janet Jackson), and stations that play classic rock
(Steve Miller, Pink Floyd). But there are NO stations in this
listening area which will regularly play Morrisey, REM,
New Order, The Samples, Jesus Jones, Breeders, Black 47,
and other alternative, "college" music. It would seem
logical that Trinity's "college" station should fill this hole.
The only show on the station that even seems to care
about the students is "The Chris and GabeShow" on Thursday nights. These two students exemplify what WRTC
should be. They play music that students want to hear, they
publicize their show, and as a result, students tune in.
Many students at Trinity couldn't tell you what WRTC
is, let alone where to find it on their radio dial. For the
amount of money that is being spent for "our college radio
station," shouldn't we get something in return?
J.L.B.&M.B.P.

James L. Barr '95

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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ConnPIRG Replies To Editorial
the end of the year.
The Endangered species Campaign
In the last issue of the Tripod, de- also did a great deal to educate the Trinspite a complimentary editorial, ity community. Jim Irwin from the NaConnPIRG was criticized by Matthew tional Wildlife Federation came to speak
Prince for using student funds in non- about the Endangered Species Act and
campus activities. We think that the Trin- the Wise Use movement. Outside of
ity community may not realize that this Mather, there was also an Endangered
Species of the week poster for people to
statement is not entirely true.
This semester, the PIRGs were ex- stop and read.
The Hunger and Homelessness camtremely busy withanumber of statewide
paign
culminated in the tenth annual
campaigns, this is true. We lobbied for a
state wide "buy recycled" bill. And a Hunger Cleanup in the nearby commuhighlight ol the endangered species cam- nity of Frog Hollow. Trinity students
paign was a meeting with Trinity stu- worked with the immediate community
dents, Dean Peters and representative to clean up the neighborhood and raise
Kennelly about the Endangered Species money to fight hunger. And this was
only this semester. Next semester, we
Act.
have
planned a "Green Campus" camHowever, this was not all w e did.
Our recycling campaign-worked dili- paign which will be completely focused
gently to compile a program to strengthen on environmental efforts on campus.
Earth day is a fantastic idea and
recycling procedures on campus as well.
Members met with KJ Parks, the director was a success this past Friday. Although
of central services, and developed a com- it is a great way to allow many people to
prehensive proposal that highlighted get involved, it is hardly a substitution
necessary and absent facts about the for true involvement and commitment to
manner in which Trinity makes recy- helping the environment. The Trinity
cling available. The proposal included college chapter of ConnPIRG is part of a
the installation of permanent recycling statewide organization from which we
bins in well traveled areas throughout get the resources to run campaigns both
the campus which should occur before on and off campus. Although we understand Matthew Prince's argument, we
think that he has been misinformed as to
what ConnPIRG has been accomplishing this semester.
Matthew B. Prince '96
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Registrar's System Is Less Than Efficient
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the article by Mark Thacker regarding his problems he has faced with our notoriously
un-understanding Registrar's Office. We
have all had various trials and tribulations with the occupants of the Seabury
basement, but this one by far takes the

receiving them. Even if he had received
them, however, it's usually too late by
then to begin preparing for a class that
one did not know he was enrolled in.
That grade would be difficult to salvage
after missing the first quarter to one third
of the semester. And by the way, in my
three years here I have not received two
warnings of my class enrollment. Only

It would be nice if the Registrar, in making their rules
that we must follow to a "T" would follow these rules
themselves.
cake. I honestly cannot understand what my final schedule. If for some reason I
the school's problem is with this student. did not receive that, I would go on with
Whether or not this is a case of racial my semester as I had originally signed
discrimination, I cannot know. What I up, just as Mark Thacker did.
do know is that I can't believe that a
The factis, the Registrar's Office has
student who performs well in all of his a less than efficient system for class regclasses and obviously had a confusing istration. I had an interesting registratime registering, as it was his first time tion process this semester, myself. My
doing so under our system, is being pe- advisor sent my form directly to the
nalized so harshly for something that he Registrar's Office accidentally, but I had
had nothing to do with. It was the work in my possession my Permission of Inof the higher beings that got him into the structor forms. Assuming that I could
class, not the student or the professor, not be registered withcfut them, I ran to
which is the way I thought it was sup- Seabury to hand them in. Upon arrival,
posed to be.
I was told that I was already registered
His two petitions were denied on and when I handed her my P.I. forms,
the grounds that he ought to have re- she said that they really didn't need them.
ceived the warnings sent by the They didn't matter.
Registrar's Office. First of all, if he did
My reaction was, how could it be
not have a mailbox and was a new stu- that I didn't need the P.I. forms? Could
dent, I can certainly understand his not I just register for any class I wanted and

tell my advisor that 1 had all of my P.I.'s
signed, and then once I had my advisor's
signature, I would magically be registered in my choice of classes without the
;permission of the professors? It seems
that way. It also seems that it is that very
same system that enrolled this student
into his law class without the permission
of the instructor. It would be nice if the
Registrar, in making their rules that we
must follow to a "T," would follow these
rules themselves.
So let's just say that the Committee
really thinks that this student is trying to
work the system to his advantage and
that's why his petition was denied. Let's
think about this. Would a student, or

was registered for it? Come on. This is a
student who works hard in and out of
school and depends on a grant to do so.
Shouldn't we be rewarding this type of
obvious dedication instead of penalizing
it? It just doesn't follow.
As far as it being discrimination, I
think to a certain degree it is. I don't
know if racial discrimination is a factor,
but I think it can safely be said that if his
parents were sending this school large
sums of money annually, and if Daddy
were to call a high up official, that little
"F" would disintegrate in a heartbeat.
The system is obviously not working if an incident such as this is allowed
to happen. I think we have, yet again, a

I don't know if racial discrimination is a factor, but I
think it can safely be said that if his parents were sending
this school large sums of money annually, and if Daddy
were to call a high up official, that little "V" would disintegrate in a heartbeat.
could a student who had just transferred,
who wasn't even told about the system
form the officials, really be trying to sneak
around that same system? And how
would it be to his advantage to do so? If
he knew about how students petition to
get rid of F's, does it really make sense
that he, a student in good standing, who
showed great interest in the class would
not attend knowing all the while that he

case of the system working against the
students rather than for them. I sincerely
hope that those who are allowing this
atrocity to continue read this and reevaluate their decision, which, if the college were operating as it should, would
not be the decision at all.
Sincerely,
Lisa Anderson '95

Look And Listen For Signs Of Sexual Harassment
To the Editor:
I am a visiting faculty member in the
department of psychology for this academic year. My stay here has been exciting, rewarding, and challenging. Aslget
ready to leave, I know that I will have
fond memories of the students and faculty at Trinity. As a visiting professor,
my role has been one of a new faculty
member whom students have identified
asbeing somewhat outside of the college
faculty. This unique role has continually
surprised me because I was a faculty
member for many years before I took this
position. However, among other things,
it may have set the stage for students to
talk to me about their feelings about faculty.
For reasons of confidentiality, I will
be purposefully vague about the details

being distressed and upset by a faculty
member's behavior towards them. Without revealing details, these students have
found it difficult to say no to what they
have felt were unreasonable requests,
they h^ve /eU unsate, thgp ha. ye worried
that they would be penalized if lihey
didn't go along with a faculty member's
unreasonable requests, and they have
felt that the normal boundaries of faculty-student relationships were being
violated.
Some of these women showed distress, were sad, blamed themselves, were
angry, and all expressed that, at times,
they felt alone in their dilemma. In addition, from my perspective, the most important thing was the feeling that the
Trinity faculty and administration
wouldn't be able to help them. Needless
to say, I encouraged these students to

[T]hese students have found it difficult to say no to what
they have felt were unreasonable requests, they have felt
unsafe, they have worried that they would be penalized if
they didn't go along with a faculty member's unreasonable requests, and they have felt that the normal boundaries of faculty-student relationships were being violated.
of what has led me to write this letter.
(The students involved have read a rough
draft of this letter and have approved of
its content.) My goal here is not to finger
point nor is it to accuse a specific faculty
member. Rather, I seek to alert faculty.
Over the course of my first six
months here, three women college students have approachgclmetotalk£bout^

seek out the appropriate faculty and administrators to address their situations.
In my short stay I met three students. I worry that there are more out
there who are silently distressed and
feeling powerless. Therefore, I write this
letter. I would like to encourage students
to talk to faculty and to tell them about

Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor:
*Please note: Letters to Tlie Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the
Friday preceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the
Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be
printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The
Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views or opinions of this paper. Letters may be of any length, but please limit
them to five-hundred words. Letters are printed according to space availability. The
Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity:
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripodthrough the DocEx server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College
network. Letters may also be submitted on Macintosh or DOS disk.

cussed above. The bottom line is that
students should not feel unsafe with faculty. Trinity College strives to create a
safe place so students can learn and explore the adult world. However, faculty
cannot help you if -they don't Jajpw. In
addition, your distress and upset might
be relieved by reaching out to those fac-

member's behaviors. In some cases, students feel unsure about themselves and
about what to do. Initially, they can't
often tell you what's bothering them because they are so confused and scared.
Xhe students that talked with me
seemed to be looking for a same place to
express their concerns, examine alterna-

Initially, listening without judging or denying their
experiences seemed to allow them to trust me and to
confide the scariest and most upsetting details... Also,
educating myself about Trinity's sexual harassment
guidelines and policies for students helped me help them.
rives, and find out about the appropriate
ulty who can support you.
For those of you out there who don't channels they might consider if they
want the community to know about the wanted to lodge an unofficial or official
personal details, writer an anonymous complaint. Initially listening without
letter to this publication and let a trusted judging or denying their experiences
faculty member hand it in for you. This seemed to allow them to trust me and to
is one way for you to express yourself confide the scariest and most upsetting
and to educate faculty and other stu- details as time went on. Also, educating
dents about situations in which you felt myselfabout Trinity College's sexualhar
a faculty member violated the bound- rassment guidelines and policies for stuaries of the faculty-student relationship. dents helped me help them.
The strength of Trinity is its dediThis might also help reduce the isolation
of other distressed students who often cated faculty and enthusiastic students.
feel as if it only happened to them. In Communication about this issue can only
addition, you will remind faculty of the make Trinity stronger.
human storiesbehind incidents in which
a faculty member oversteps his or her
Sincerely,
professional role.
Deborah Tebes Kraemer, Ph.D.
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Lastly, l w ould like to encourage the
Psychology
faculty to listen and look for those students who are distressed about a faculty
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Cable XV. A Possibility For
Dorm Lounges in 1994-95
continued from page 1

vehicle for student's social life. In order
to justify the addition of premium cable
channels, many people including
Langeland, feel there has to be a guarantee of the services having an affect on
Trinity's academic life. The college at-

lo unge televisions for academic purposes
would be able to do so.
Residential Life would be working
with the dorm councils to establish rules
and schedules for television use, to guarantee that students would all get the
opportunity to watch their program of

"The chances of the implementation of cable television
have an awful lot to do with the kind of services people are
looking for..." —Dr. John Langeland
tempts to provide state of the art services, in order to improve intellectual life
on campus and not for entertainment
value.
Langeland is vehemently opposed
to the use of cable as merely an entertainment outlet stating, "The chances of the
implementation of cable television have
an awful lot to do with the kind of services people are looking for. As head of
the computer center, I am not interested
if what we are talking aboutis Beavis and
Butthead and MTV. If it there is some
educational value, thenl am interested."
Residential Life, however, is trying
to assure that students who need to use

choice.
Even though Dean Peters is approaching the trustees in the near future,
there is no guarantee that they will agree
to support this measure, or that the debate will not continue even if they agree.
The implementation of cable services will be a project which all facets of
the college must come to agreement
about, because it calls into question both
the role of technology in education, as
well as the kind of educational environment which Trinity is trying to create.
These debates may continue for quite
some time, leaving attainment of cable
tentative in the future.
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The Hunt

Tap Opening

Despite initial interests, the members of the Fantasy Guild were
dissappointed by the turnout for their
game "The Hunt." Only three teams
entered the contest. The winners were
]en Alspach '96, Annemarie Peil '96,
Matthew Prince '96. The team had 47 of
the 75 items on the list. The team that
came in third place had only 5.

After being closed since the beginning of February, The Tap Cafe will be
reopening in a few more weeks. The
Tripod was told by the owner that the
establishment is scheduled to open in
mid-May, unfortunately, just after
graduation.
The Tap was closed due to a small
fire behind the bar.

St Anthony
Hall

Platt, Epstein Win Elections
continuedfrompage 1

apathy on campus, but that it did not
stem from the SGA. "Maybe the SGA
helped to feed that, but hopefully we
can change that image [and attitudes
will follow]."
The election produced two new
Budget Committee members, Kelly
Collis '96 and Monetha Harris '96.
Katherine Mitchell '95 was reelected to
the Budget Committee. Ms. Collis expressed her excitement over her new
position. "I'm looking forward to working with everyone on SGA," she said.
Ms. Harris said of her new role, "Now
that I'm on the Budget Committee I can
work with students to help them better
understand the structure of the new
budget system. I want to be available
for students who have any questions or
concerns."
New members at large are Dawn
Fancher '97, Brian Harel '96, Monetha
Harris '96, Aaron Jacobs '97, Elizabeth

SGA to help the student body feel represented. "I think that people in [the
freshman] class weren't feeling that
they were being represented. I want
the student body to feel that they are
represented and that at the SGA meetings their opinions are taken into consideration," she said. Ms. McFarlan
said that she ran because she "wanted
to see what goes on at the meetings.
The SGA makes decisions that affect a
lot of other groups I'm involved with.
I wanted to [get more involved] with
those decisions. Hopefully, I can help
remedy the problems that SGA has."
There were spaces available for 5
write-in members. Due to a three way
tie in votes for the fifth space, there
were 2 extra members elected. Ian
Sample '97 received 24 votes, Christopher Newton '97,16, Brian Gordon '96,
15, Jason Cincotti '96, 13, Kevin
Kopanon '96,9, John Redler '97,9, and
Joseph Tranquillo '97,9.

"I don't want the SGA to be an elitist organization. A
lot of people have said to me, 'it's not that we don't like
the SGA, but they're very elitist.' I have never seen it
that way, but I want to make it so that we don't have
that image anymore. I want the students to feel represented by the SGA."
McFarlan '96, Gillian Mueller '97, Kerri
Mullen '97, Phillip "Tiger" Reardon '96,
and Taryn Shuhy '97. Ms. Fancher said
of her election that she would like to
continue her work on the Health Committee.
"We hope to hold a Health Fair on
Wednesday before Spring Break. The
Health Committee is not very strong
[in membership] this year but I hope
that it will be bigger next fall. I would
like to see more blood drives and
courses in CPR," she said. Mr. Jacobs
said, "It's a lot of work but I think that
we can get a lot done. I hope we don't
have to combat any SSAC type groups.
I'm particularly interested in the constitution of the SGA and was involved
in the changes made in the last meeting."
Ms. Mullen said that she ran for

Ms. Platt spoke about the strength
of the new members of the SGA.
"There is an enormous number of
freshman who joined last this semester. They brought a lot of energy and
enthusiasm to the meetings. They are
one of the reasons I decided to remain
on the SGA next year." She spoke
about the new vice president in particular, saying, "Jonathan has a lot of
enthusiasm and some new ideas. He's
going to be very helpful/'
In closing, Ms. Platt said, "I don't
want the SGA to be an elitist organization. A lot of people have said to me,
'it'snotthatwedon'tliketheSGA,but
they're very elitist.' I have never seen
it that way, but I want to make it so
that we don't have that image anymore. I want the students to feel
represented by the SGA."
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Spring Suit Sate

hallapalooza

Bring In This Ad And Reeeiv* 50% Off Our
Terrific Selection Of Men's Ani Women's Suits!!
<( OUJH n Omul I fir nugh 1 % 7th, 1994)

i V'i

Spring Weekend Saturday Beginning at 3 p.m.

Sponsored Bv:
Rolling Rock Beer
Labatts Ice Beer
Capt. Morgan Spiced Rum
Bev.

selection of Spring fashions for men, women
»nH Children — i i-sioekinu d.nly.
Tuesday-Saniiil.lv I'Knn. — 5 p.m.
Thursday opt.» uiiiil *? p m.

BBQ9 Outside

Alt.

freceived an outstanding groi-p ot spi mi; and
suits — brand names vou will know and love!
intm iews!
J u s t in l n n e

.

175 Park !tn.id
West Hani Did
233-i4i«

ID Required

The Clothes Horse is operated by the
Junior League of Hartford, Inc.
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Security Blotter
Creepy Gampus Crook
On April 18, a professor's Seabury office was entered by a
man pretending to be a janitor. The suspect had been seen
roaming around campus. He took the professor's wallet and
some of his credit cards.
"We are renewing our efforts to get the word out that even
if you're out of the room for minutes, you must secure it," said
DCS-BK.
The problem with this case is that the suspect has been
entering Seabury offices for the past week. He has been implicated in petty thefts and unwanted disposal of important documents. The suspect is not harmful, in fact he ingratiates himself
to the point of being a complete annoyance.
Campus Safety has called the suspect's home to notify him
that his identity is known at Trinity. He has not returned since
the 18th. Hartford Police are also searching for him in relation
to his escapades around campus.
DCS-BK said that a campus safety announcement was sent
out after the last incident. The suspect is known to campus
safety for annoyances last semester.

Bicycle Bandit
A bicycle was stolen from in front of Mather on April 19.
The former owner believes that it was taken between 6 and 7 at
night. He, however, is unsure if he locked it when he leaned it
against the fence,

Ferris Favorite For
Vehicle Vandals
Three vehicles were damaged in Ferris this past weekend.
On Saturday, a visitor returned to his Honda Accord after
watching a baseball game only to find it had been damaged. The
drivers side window had been broken with a rock, and the door
had been kicked in. Nothing was taken from the vehicle itself.
AsimilarincidentoccurredSundayatFerris. A Volkswagen
Rabbit had one of its windows smashed. The thieves stole the
radio.
Ferris's third victim was an over night case. A student had
parked his car at Ferris before leaving for a crew meet at
Princeton. Upon returning, two speakers had been taken from
the unlocked car. The, only positive note is that the unlocked
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Painter Discusses Presidency, Future
continued from page 1

Still, Painter believes that if parties begin to interfere with the
intellectual and academic quality of the college then they are a
major detriment to the college.
Another image improvement that he cited was improving the image of Trinity within
Hartford. "I'm against a closed
campus," he stated. "I don't
want to be a fortress, we're not

30% of the target is reached,
which is standard according to
President Painter. That announcement should come relatively soon.
The search for a new Dean
of the Faculty also seems to be
going well. The search committee narrowed the initial candidates down to four who have
been interviewing at Trinity.
"It's too early to tell [if one of the

Painter seemed very enthusiastic for his term as interim presi. dent. "I'm very optimistic," he
said regarding the school's future. Some have suggested that
President Painter be considered
for the position of permanent
president. While not denying
that he would accept such an
offer, President Painter pointed
out an amendment that he ironically made to the school'spolicy
regarding interim presidents,
stating that "An interim president should not be an active
candidate [for the job of permanent president]."
The amendment was made
years ago when he had no idea
he was going to end up as interim president. Still, Painter
stated that he's "very glad that
he made that amendment" because it removes the pressure of
worrying about becoming the
permanent president.
Still, while the amendment
does not allow President Painter
to campaign for the job, the pos-

When asked if Trinity was a "party school,"
President Painter responded that, "I know
that to some degree we have that reputation."
But he quickly added, "I'mnot against parties."
undersiege," Instead,President
Painter stated that the school
must "show how being in Hartford you can be a better Art History major, or better Pre-Med."
He also seemed excited Over recent meeting with Hartford's
mayor Mike Peters, who President Painter described as "very
savvy, articulate, and funny,"
and who he saw as willing to
work with the college in the future.
President Painter also
seemed enthusiastic over the
state of the capital campaign,
one of the concerns many had
after Gerety left in the middle of
the initial fund drive. "I've been
delighted at what I've learned
about the capital campaign." He
also cited the Trustees' attitude
as being "very upbeat and very
positive." The campaign should
be officially announced after

initial four will be offered the
job] ... but the committee has
done a very good job." President Painter continued to explain that, "Either we will decide on a candidate we want... if
we do that it's got to be soon...
there's also a possibility that we

Ifthe school's reaction to President Painter
remains as positive as it has been during the
last few weeks, then the idea of him as the
permanent president is by no means farfetched.
won't appoint a permanent
Dean from the outside [at the
time]." Initially/ many thought
that the search for a new Dean of
theFacultyshouldbepostponed
pending the search for a permanent president.
Overall though, President

sibility is still open that he will
be proposed by someone on the
selection committee. If the
school's reactiontohim remains
as positive as it hasbeen during
the last few weeks, then the idea
of him as the permanent president is by no means farfetched.

doorrtvtdd ' f f l M ^ m W ^ ^ ^ f W ^
access the car.

Residence Ripoffs
Two wallets were taken from unattended rooms. On April
23, a Jarvis student left his wallet in his desk before going to the
bathroom. When he checked his wallet the next day, he realized
that his I.D., $25 in cash, and his credit card had been taken. The
credit card has yet to be used.
A Jones double was entered this weekend by someone who
knew the combination. The roommates had closed their door,
but found the room had been entered when they returned. $45
was taken from one resident. The other lost his MasterCard.
DCS-BK warns all students to report anything suspicious that
would help campus safety catch these petty crooks.

Meet Wall Street's Youngest
Self-Made Millionaire
TOPIC:
Entrepreneurship & the
Changing Marketplace
DATE:
Thursday, April 28
5:00 PM

Forget Filene's

LOCATION:
Saint Anthony Hall
340 Summit Street

A student received a $600 bill for a charge card she never
received. The student had signed up for a Filene's card, which
was snatched out of the mail room before she ever saw it.
Security Blotter is impressed by the thief's flexibility since s/he
was willing to contain his/her charges to a single department
Store.

•

' .... , ';..,.'• . :v.'.:. ;. .

.. ... •

* Reception to be held
after lecture

.

Spring Sprung
The Security Blotter would like to point out the possibilities
for purpretrators on the pleasant weekend that is almost upon
us. This Spring Weekend, there is the potential for a slew of
suspicious and sultry someones who may meander past your
belongings and decide to take them for a test-drive. Basically,
don't prop open doors or leave things unattended during the
drunken debauchery that may/will occur this weekend.

Meat Madness
Oh. One more thing. An announcement for all personages
whose heads contain more than 40% meat. Please don't pull a
"end the concert cause we're drunk and starting fights."
Thanks. —EIC-JB

Written and compiled by Paul Sullivan

Sponsored by the Saint
Anthony Educational
Foundation

Laura Pedersen
Former options trader
who earned millions both
for herself and for her
firm by the age of 22,
author of two books,
consultant, lecturer.

"Success is the result
of being the right person in the right place
at the right time. Hut
luck has notlihig to do

wti1ii0fy
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Weathering Heights
The campus and its denizens
have already begun to buckle down
for Spring Weekend, 1994, The
weather also cooperated, with Sunday boasting 80 degree temperatures and the Quadrangle boasting
an*;assortment of Sun Gods,
In tramuralists/andFrisbee Jockeys.
Around Trinity, however - always
superstitious - fears the worst.
So at this time, Around Trinity
requests that all who are reading
this knock on wood or grab a rabbit's
foot. Firtdafour-leafclover,orwish
on a shooting star tonight. Bottom
line: bow to the Patron Saint of
Spring Weekends and hope for everydaysunshine. We&tAroundTrinity don't want another De La Soul.
Social Critique
Friday night was a veritable I
calm before the Spring storm, with [
social activity at a relative standstill.
Saturday night seemed to be a ty- I
phoon in comparison, with Psi-U's
annual Spring Formal ($12 - ouch) I
and a kinder, gentler, less expensive
Spring Fling (semiformal) in the |
Washington Room.
Psi-U'sbashhostedFromGood I
Homes, a New York band, and was
held outside under tents. And, as
has been the case for as long as
Around Trinity can remember, the
weather was colder than warmer I
toiMihe black ties ar\d high, heels in 1
attendance. ThteVsfashington.RDcrno|
boasted a NYC DJ. and attendance ]
was modest (and much warmer).
Full Moon Fever
™ Although the full moon didn't
appear in the sky until last night,
theje was a sneak preview on Friday night at Boardwalk (the Music
Dorm): Smitherslope, a student
band comprised of former
Smackjj'ead Pat West '94 and Andrew Wjmg "94, as well as Mike
Spaeder.'94 and Johnny T. (a local
high-schooler), punked out to a
packed house in the basement.
The 'Slope played everything
from Nirvana to the Bangles and
there was evenaSmaclshead reunion
(with bassist Al Day '94 joining in
for two tunes).. But the piece de
resistance was when Pat West, in an
attempt to rile-the lethargic, Prozac
crawd, removed all of his clothes
and played in the altogether, his
guitar in a strategic place. Around
Trinity shoots a metaphorical moon
iri Mr. Wesf s direction, in honor of
Smitherslope,
Our Two Cents

To all those who enjoy live music with a bit of alt. bev. thrown in
for good measure: remember the mistakes you have made in the past.

The Connells, the most unmoshable band on the planet, left
the stage early in their gig here this
semester because testosterone and
blood alcohol content levels
redlined, creating violent situations.
We at Around Trinity would like to
see the three bands which are performing this Spring Weekend '94 in
their entirety, with no threat of bodily
harm.

If the spirit moves one to beat
someone to within an inch of his or
her life, please do so in the privacy
of one's own dorm.

Internships:

Public Lecture:

Financial Support is
available for legislative
internships in the offices
of any U.S. Senator or
Representative. Preference
is given to internships with
Connecticut Senators and
representatives and to legislative interns in Washington
D.C. If you are planning
such an internship tins
summer, you may receive
some financial support.
Please submit a statement
of need and a letter of acceptance from your internship
placement to the Internship
Coordinator by May 15, to
apply for a stipend. . .

Larry Vogel of Connecticut
College will present "Richard Porty and the "Honorable Fascist": Do Human
Rights Have a rational
Foundation? Thursday, May
5, 1994 at 4:30 p.m. at
McCook Auditorium

Poetry:
Wendy Law-Yone,
novelist, will read from her
fiction at trinity on Wednesday, April 27, at 4:00 p.m.
in the Faculty Club. Free.

The economics Department
invites you to attend the
senior theses presentations
held on Tues, May 3rd, 1-4
p.m., and Wed. May 4th, 912 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge.

Concert Choir:
The Concert Choir will
hold it's spring concert on
Sat. April 30th , at 7:30
p.m. in Hamlin Hall.

Chapel:
Tues:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Wed:
:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
5:30 p.m. Carillon Glass
LUTS:

Bud Collins and
Super Creeps : will play at
Bopper's Rock Room, 162
Chase Ave. Waterbury, on
FrL, April 29. Call 5967369 for details. .'•

Yearbook;;
To all clubs and'
organizations that have not
had their pictures taken for,
the yearbook, please call
Amanda Kauffx3195.

.,

.

) p.m.iSvening'1'C'ofship
Sun:
1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist
Celebrant - The Reverend
5:00 T&'m.' Roman Catholic
Massr/"

' •

Mon:\'
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
' "•)•': '•:' to fee Tripod, ; -

' jjBok 1316, liy Wed v rioo
.y ' .Atth. Mnounj^bients

Drivers Wanted:
College Students, Retirees,
Anyone To Sell Good Humor
Ice Cream From One Of Our
Vending Trucks. Work OutDoors This Summer. Be Your
Own Boss. Routes Available
in Your Area. Earn $650.00
To $950.00 Weekly. Male Or
Female. Apply Now For Routes
That Start This Spring And
Summer. Call Mon-Sat 9 AM
To 3 PM Only. 203-366-2641.
*EXTRA INCOME ' 9 4 *

Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1994
Travel brochures.
For more information
send a self addressed
stamped envelope
to: Travel Network, P.O. Box
612530,
Miami, FL 33161
EUROPE ONLY $169
Coast to Coast-$129
Carib./Mex.-$189
AIRTECH 1-800-326-2009
Call for program
descriptions!
Run Your Own Franchise!
Working for
Your Private Bookkeeper ,
a financial services company.
Earn a percentage of
each sale you make.
Call Career Services (or see the
Job data bank), then call us at
1-800-2-LEDGER

SAT Prep Instructors
($15/hr start). The
Princeton Review

is looking for personable,
extroverted, performance
oriented grads
and undergrads. Need 12-18
month commitment,
no graduating
seniors please.
Required: high standardized test
scores, energetic,
excellent communication skills.
Paid training. Call 458-2657.
Fairfield County!
Summer^Jobs
Get A Great Tan - Earn up to
$4,000 + bonuses.
Work with other college students.
Call College Pro Painters at:
1-800-346-4649
.
Attn.: Ex-managers from College
Pro, Student Painters, etc.... Our
firm has a serious postgraduate
position for you. •
For recruiting info.
call:1-800-TO-CHECK.
(800-862-4325)
SUMMER JOBS '
$9.10/hr. or commission.
Advertising sales.
Sales experience helpful
but not necessary.
Training provided.
Work close to Trinity.
Car recommended.
Call Steve Gorman at
(800) 469-3510 for
details & application.
METRO MARKETING GROUP

dio
Tues-Thurs:
Children Of Paradise
Fri-Sat:
Tournee Of Animation
Sun-Tues:
The Life And Times
Of Allen Ginsberg

7:30PM
7:30 PM& 9:30 PM

7:30 PM

TCAC Presents:

Spring Weekend
'
9
4
^ \/
April

, 30th, aiictMayl

Friday— Student panels on Main Qu

tarts at 5 PM.

30^6, Nice Package, Red House, Shi
rsiope,
Right 55?e Man, 100 Foot Grindy^-^on Icon
\

Saturday-— G6mlnunity^Fun.Eaii^ l^ooh-4 KM. LSC Quad.
Dozens of Trinity qlubs\& o^arti^ati^ns join Hartford
kids for a/day of games prizesvibod & fun.

Sunday— Concert. EARLY SHOW. 1 PM, LSC Quad

SitfuUuj'o Cwwd U 0pm
Tke Ttuuiy Ccwmu*tUy 0n£y
If Indoors: Campus Safety & Hartford Police will only allow persons
who present a Trinity College ID into the Field House.
If Outdoors: Campus Safety & Hartford Police reserve the right to
randomly check for Trinity College IDs at their discretion.

METT^O-HARTFORD
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Prendergast Questions Constitutionality of Bill
BYJOHNPRENDERGAST
Metro-Hartford Political Writer

One bill that was passed this week
by the State Legislature raised a few issues of constitutional concern. The bill in
question attempted to reevaluate the art
of tattooing in the state of Connecticut.
Until last year, startlingly, it was illegal
to own and operate a tattoo parlor or
receive a tattoo in the state of Connecticut, except for medial purposes (such as
during treatment of cancer or other conditions.) Last year, the legislature clarified the 1962 law forbidding tattooing by
staring that tattoo parlors could exist as
long as a physician or another qualified
technician supervised the tattooing procedure.
Las t Tuesday, the legislature passed
a bill which attached new regulations to
tattooing, so that the Department of Public Health might better enforce existing
health standards. Part way through the

guardian's permission. The original cosponsor of the bill (Rep. Lawlor) rose and
proclaimed that he also saw this as a
friendly amendment, and without further ado the addition was adopted (10446,1 believe.) A few minutes later, the
chamber passed the legislation.
I have several problems with this
amendment, both in its structure and the
way the legislature handled its passage.
First, this amendment states that "no person sliall tattoo any unemancipated minor
under eighteen years of age without permission of the parent or guardian...". This is

remarkably similar to the situations in
U.S. Supreme Courtcases such as Planned
Parenthood v, Danforth, Bellotti v. Baird,
H.L. v. Mattheson. and Planned Parenthood v. Casey. Beginning with Planned
Parenthood v.Panforth in 1976, the U.S.
Supreme Court decided that the states
had no constitutional right to require
minors to receive parental consent before obtaining an abortion.

Last Tuesday, the legislature passed a bill which attached
new regulations to tattooing, so that the Department of
Public Health might better enforce existing health standards.

consent. Constitutional rights do not mature
and come into being magically only when one
attains the state-defined age of majority.
Minors, as well as adults, areprotected by the
Constitution and possess constitutional
rights " (Justice Blackmun, who wrote the
decision is sadly retiring this summer.
He will be dearly missed as a defender of
the right of privacy.) This was the decision of the court on a life decision, the
right of the minor to choose an abortion,

Nevertheless, another right was taken from the citizens of
Connecticut last Tuesday, and it was done quickly and
with little discussion or protest. It was a scary thing to
watch.
where the health of both the minor and
the fetus are issues of concern. The Court
determined that minors were guaranteed the right to choose an abortion, as
included in the "zone of privacy" that
Roe created.
Last Tuesday, the gentleman from
the 120th stated that with such a life
decision as a tattoo, "minors have no right
to decide this on their own." I found this

very interesting, as tattoos, unlike abortions, are not permanent decisions and
do not involve the life of another human
The Court drew from its arguments being. Tattoos are a point of personal
supporting the minor's right to privacy expression, an art form, and one that can
in Roe v. Wade and concluded that, "the be altered or removed at a later date if the

debate and discussion on the House floor,
Representative Casey, from the 120th
district, offered what he considered "a
friendly amendment." His amendment State does not have the constitutional auproposed to forbid persons in the state to thority to give a third party an absolute, and
tattoo unemancipated minors under the possibly arbitrary, veto over the decision,
age of 18 without their parent's or ., .regardless of the reasonfor withholding the

Movies

Democrats or Republicans challenged the
constitutionality of the amendment. I'm
not sure if they were aware of the Supreme Court cases, but as many are lawyers, I'm sure some were. Perhaps one
reason that there were no open challenges on the floor is that this is an election year for everyone, and everyone is
concerned about their image with those
who can now vote. Still, the legislators
should realize that one of their jobs as

Assembly members is to protect their
constituents from some of the raving
bureaucracy that sometimes comes out
of state government.
If this law was constitutionally challenged and did go to the Supreme Court,
several issues could be argued. More
conservative members of the Court
would argue that since the right to privacy and right to get a tattoo are not
written in the Constitution, there is no
such thing. More liberal members might
argue that this right, since it is less consequential than the right to choose abortion, is included in the zone of privacy.
And the Court might not except it at

Tattoos are a point of personal expression, an art form,
and one that can be altered or removed at a later date if
the individual so desires.I found it interesting that this
legislature thinks that minors have no rights to make
decisions without their parent's consent when the Supreme Court says they do.
individual so desires. I found it interesting that this legislature thinks that minors have no rights to make decisions
without their parent's consent when the
Supreme Court says they do. I agree with
the Court. Either the gentleman from the
120th denies the right of privacy, or denies it exists for minors, or needs to do his
homework.
I also found it surprising that no

all, simply saying that this matter was

dealt with in Planned Parenthood v.
Danforth.
Nevertheless, another right was
taken from the citizens of Connecticut
last Tuesday, and it was done quickly
and with little discussion or protest. It
was a scary thing to watch. I wonder
what right of the unemancipated minor,
of the minority, or of the people is next.

Europe
SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD
Serial Mom
Major League 2
Above the Rim
Mighty Ducks 2
The Paper
Cops and Robbersons
Brainscan
Threesome
White Fang II
On Deadly Ground
Naked Gun 33 1/3
Surviving The Game
Back Beat
Bad Girls

7:55 & 10:10
9:55
9:45
7:15
7:00 & 9:20
7:05 & 9:15
7:30 & 9:40
7:50 & 10:05
5:15
7:50 & 10:00
7:35 &9:35
7:45 & 9:30
7:25 & 9:30
7:10 & 9:25

Take 1-84 East to Exit 58 (Silver Lane)

568-8810

Cailbbean
Florida

If You Can

Beat These
Prices Star
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Nothing Fishy About Capitol Fish House/Say Ttoo Seauqis
BYJAYSARZEN

Metro-Hartford Editor

~

This week we at the Tripod decided
that we had been neglecting the downtown area of our adopted city; i.e. we had
been sending our reviewers out to the
hinterlands of Greater Hartford. With
only two more issues of the Tripod to go,
' Pat and I made the executive decision to
return to the roots of the city. Mind you,
this was the sole criterion for this week's
review. When we randomly selected our
two reviewers, seniors Chris Piliero and
Mary Logan, we said to them, "Choose a
downtown restaurant, it does not matter
which one." Almost immediately, Mary
and Chris said in unison, "How about
Capitol Fish House?" "Fine," we responded, and off they went.
Capitol Fish House is one of
Hartford's most noted restaurants. Located on Main. Street, Capitol Fish House
caters to fish lovers in the Central Connecticut area, but also serves items other
than seafood to those who might not
necessarily like seafood but are forced to
go because their significant other is a big
fan of seafood. Anyway/this scenario
was not the case with Chris and Mary, so
let us see what the two of them thought
of Capitol Fish House.
Chris: We started out at the bar with
a bottle of Italian white wine and some
Christmas tree shaped pretzels. The
white wine was light and refreshing (very
good), When seated, we ordered Shrimp
Picante and honeydew melon with Prosciutto ham. The ham was very good but
the melon was not ripe enough. The
Shrimp Picante was perfect... it was some
of the best shrimp I have had in Hartford.
As we moved into the main meal, broiled
salmon with a red onion sauce, we ordered another bottle of wine. We also
had a salad with a delicious vinaigrette
dressing. The main meal was excellent.
The portions ^
leave having* eateni
very good meal. I would most decidedly"
recommend it to others.
Mary: Chris and I began our dinner
with a bottle of Pinot Grigio (not a bad
way to start a meal...). For appetizers we
decided on the honeydew melon and
shrimp casino. Chris informed me that

Blind Date
RestaurantPeview
the bizarre combination of melon and
ham slices is very popular in Europe.
The melon was not completely ripe and
I'm not a big fan of ham, so I gave this
appetizer the thumbs down. The shrimp
were another story! They were sauteed
in white wine and lemon juice, and served
with capers. I can honestly say that these
may have been the best shrimp I have
eaten in my entire life. Due to the fact
that entree prices averaged around $20,
Chris and I decided to split one meal.
The menu consisted of fish, fish, and
more fish (hence the name Capitol Fish
House). After a great deal of discussion,
we decided on the grilled salmon prepared with red onion sauce. It was delicious! A side dish of diced red potatoes
and asparagus accompanied it.
Chris: The bar and the restaurant
were dimlv lit, which created a nice at-

mosphere for couples out for a nice dinner. The tables were well separated, thus
conversation was facilitated in the sense
that you did not have to talk above someone else. Our waiter was very friendly,
efficient, polite, and an all around good
waiter. We were there for about two
hours total. It was a very relaxed and
enjoyable meal. The restaurant itself is
located on a comer and is surprisingly
spacious inside. You enter and have to
walk through the bar room, which has
several booths, to get to the large dining
areas. We sat in the back room, which
was by far the nicest.
Mary: Therestaurantitselfwasfairly
classy. It was quiet and had very dim
lighting—very conducive to the "date
atmosphere," Our waiter was pleasant
and attentive. He enjoyed talking about
f, so Chris and I went alongwith

this and asked him some questions about
himself. Nextthinglknow,hegaveborh
of us free salads! ($cha-ching$)
Chris: Over dinner Mary and I discussed a number of things ranging from
building homes to whether or not men
had a G-spot. Enough said.,
Mary: Ourdinnerconversationcovered a wide range of topics. We began
with typical chit-chat about school and
professors, but as the Pinot Grigio went
to work our discussion ventured on to
more interesting areas, including the
mystery of the G-spot. All in all, Chris
and I had a very pleasant, as well as
informative date., a June wedding is being planned.
Well, that was interesting. I mean,
come on, who could beat a night of wine,
shrimp and G-spot discussions?? You
simply cannot lose when you're dealt a
hand like that. Anyone can experience
this; all you have to do is motivate yourself to Capitol Fish House and be 21 or
have a great fake. (Remember, outside
the gates of Camp-Trin, rules count).
These two spent a total of $69 (seriously,
they did!!), but hey, what's money good
for if you can't spend it?

Chris Piliero and Mary Logan Finalize plans to dine at the Capitol Fish House last week.

KATHARINE MrrCHEU.

Critics Enjoy But Do Not Recommend Serial Mom
BY BETH FENWICK
& ELLEN SCORDINO
Metro-Hartford Movie Critics

BETH: The movie at Four Corners
this weekend is Serial Mom, starring
Kathleen Turner, Sam Waterson, and
RickiLake. Inanutshell, itis an exaggerated comedy. KathleenTurner stars as a
"Betty Crocker mom" turned murderer.
Her loveof horror books and obsessions
with serial killers somehow transformed
itself into her real life.
;
First of all, I chose the movie this
week. Obviously my judgment was not
quite on track with this one. I thought
this was going to be a great flick, I mean
it was filmed in Baltimore, my home
town. I was thinking first there was
Camden Yards, which by the way puts
Fenway in the dust [Are you kidding?
Eds.], and then there would be "Serial
Mom." No way! I will be the first to
admit that this is ridiculous. I love movies like "Airplane" and "Naked Gun",
but this was on a completely different
level. This is what I would call a generic
grade "B" comedy. I love over-exaggerated comedies, but this may have crossed
the fine line. Besides, it dragged on a
little too long.
'
Trying to be positive about the director and analyzing a superficial comedy, I left asking my self one question,
"Was this movie a satire on the audience,
meaning what kind of person are you if
you are entertained by this kind of film.

Or is it a satire on the pleasantries of
suburbia?" I would give this movie a red
light, It is not a classic comedy. Wait
until it comes out on video; it is not worth
the $7.50 that you would have to fork
over to watch this thinly comical horror
show.

laughing; even if you did not want to
laughatinnocentpeoplebeingmurdered,
you could not help it.
As I sat in the theater, I laughed; but
when I left, I ironically thought, "That

sucked!" Iguess I'll give itared light; but
if the darkest of comedies is what you are
looking for, go see it. Actually, wait for
it to hit Blockbuster (I don't think it will
make it back to Cinestudio.)

'!••'•'

ELLEN: Would June Cleaver have
ever said, "I'll get you pussyf ace"? Well,
that is where the theme of "Serial Mom"
lies. Kathleen Turner plays a half-pleasant, half-psychotic mother of the closeto-ideal family^ the Sutphvins, She has
an overweight daughter, Misty (Ricki
Lake), a son obsessed with gore, Chip;
and an overeompensating, too-perfect
husband, Eugene.
Serial Mom is the perfect cook, an
incredible love-maker, and ideal neighbor on the surface, but she has a problem
of murdering anyone and everyone that
annoysher. First,itisChip'smath teacher
who recommends that Chip seek professional help for his seemingly unrelenting, morbid imagination and then it is
Misty's teenage boyfriend who is run
through with a poker because he is unfaithful. But, these murders cannot go
unwitnessed for very long and the police
are constant harassers of the Sutphvin
family.
The story is strange and horrifying
but the comical twist is amazing. Mrs.
Sutphvin is the cynic that lies beneath
most everybody but she is never holding.
back. : The humor is so dark that it is
almost frightening that the audience is

Testing...Qne. Two. Three
Conducted by Bob Peltier and Beverly Wall
May 3, 1994 7:00-8:15PM
Writing Center ' 115 Veraon Street
This workshop will present a "by-the-numbers"
approach to writing essay exams. It is only natural
to be anxious about writing under the pressure of test
conditions, but there are some fairly simple,
straightforward steps that can help. We will show
you how to prepare beforehand and to perform
at your best during an essay exam.
These workshops are open to all Trinity students.
To register, call Matthew Burfeind
at the Writing Center: 297-2036

ARTS
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Beck Album Mellow Gold Breaks Into Alternative Sound
lyrics: "You're f—kin' with my head.
Make me feel like an a—ole; I ain't got no
soul." There's a mix of classic and modArts Editor &
ern, if I ever heard one.
Metro-Hartford Editor
The fourth track, "Whiskeyclone,
There is finally a new band that we Hotel City 1997," seems to be some sort
can really call "alternative." The Red of mistake. Here the band maybe took a
Hot Chili Peppers used to be considered break from the decent music of the first
that; so did Nirvana. But now, that mu- three cuts (or maybe just a break from
sic is considered relatively mainstream, music, altogether). The lyrics are painand I, for one, have long awaited a brand fully odd, the beat painfully slow, and
of music that breaks new ground again. the guitar just painful. You might want
Beck, with the release of Melloiu Gold, to skip this one.
"Soul Suckin Jerk" is a subtle call to
replaces the plaid button downs and
backwards grunge hats with surfingbody Mike D and the Beastie Boys, complete
with droning bass note and multiple
suits and ripped jeans.
This is not to say that it's surfing grunge rappers. This song has definite
music. Beck has accomplished an origi- potential, and could easily follow up on
nal blend of sixties psychedlic funk and the Boys' "Watcha Want." You know, a
modern music ideals. They remain simi- little on the strange side, but a good beat
lar to a mix of The Beastie Boys, old B- and cool effects and lyrics.
Two songs later, Beck returns the
52's, and Dee-Lite, but go a little further
by strapping grunge effects with steady Beastie Boys' influence with "Sweet Sunbeats and the aforementioned psyche- shine." This is a little heavier and more
hard core grunge-rap, but still captures
funk.
The first cut off the album has al- the feel of the band with a slow drumready brought commercial success to the beat complete with bell and woodblock.
band. It's called "Loser," and if you Overall, this cut may be a little too dark
haven't heard it yet, you will at the next and scary and slow for the general pubpartyyouendupat This is a solid song, lic, but it's a good effort.
"Beercan," appearing as the eighth
with a great beat,-alluring lyrics and a
mix of melodic voice and guitar with a track off Mellow Gold, is sure to make an
grungey rap. It might soon take on the appearance at the next dance party. The
"Smells-Like-Teen-Spirit-Overplayed- lyrics are good, the beat is fast (and reSyndrome/' but until the public gets sick minds on a little of Dee-Lite's "Groove is
in the Heart"), and the rune is catchy. I
of it, it's sure to be well-liked.
The third song is another successful would look for this one on the Washingattempt for Beck. Titled "F—kin With ton Room dance floor (but probably not
My Head," it truly calls back to the sixties in a room afterwards.) Good commercial
feel, sounding like a distant mix of Beatles dance value, but probably not a big indiand Doors, but definitely maintaining a vidual seller. The next track is "Steal My
modern feel through, with all the addi- Body Home," and in the immortal words
tives and preservatives of a good ?0's of Butthead, "What the hell is this crap?"
tune. This mix is well reflected in the Sounds like its on the wrong speed. Or
BYEVANL.ZALL&
JAY SARZEN

Another satisfied Beck customer.
maybe Beck was on too much of it.
The tenth cut, "Nitemare Hippy
Girl," has good summer beach potential,
This song with a frisbee, a towel, and a
cooler full of your favorite punch could
make for a good day on the sand. Just
don't lis ten too closely to the lyrics ("she's
an artichoke on the shelf,../She's
spazzing out on a cosmic level, and she's
meditating with the devil/She's cooking
salad for breakfast; she's got tbfu the size
of Texas, etc.)
The final track, "Blackhole," was a

ROSS HARRIS 5 JOHN SKAUCKY/GEFFEN RECORDS

good choice for a closing cut. It makes up
for the poor attempt at Nine-Inch Nails
heavy grunge that came before it in
"Motherf—ker." "Blackhole" brings us
down from the scare of "Motherf—ker,"
relaxing us through soothing guitar and
vocals reminiscent of the first few tracks.
Overall, this album is excellent as
Beck's break into the alternative world.
It shows their strong and defiant character, their willingness to experiment, and
their talent for creating something good
and different. Most of the time.

The Alumni Office wants you to be a
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a mandatory meeting for all interested
Sh Tuesday, May 3rd, at 2:00pm in the Alumni
Office, 79 Vemon Street!
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Who says there's nothing to do around Hartford? Amongs,
the towering insurance firms and national banks, there lies trut
entertainment for those seeking something a little beyond th
ordinary.

Phantasmagoric Aura
Experience a "hymn to creation and the connections tha
bind the universe" when Momix brings its "Passion" to UConn':
Jorgensen Auditorium on Wednesday, April 27th, at 8 p.m. This
season's finale to "Puttin' On The Ritz" gala dinner will preced
the performance at 6 p.m.
Performing world-wide, Momix has been celebrated for its
ability to conjure up a world of surrealistic images using props,
shadow, humor and the human body. Momix (a mixture by
Moses) was created by Moses Pendleton, co-founder of Pilobolus
over a decade ago. Their commitment to expanding the art o
dance and entertaining dance audiences is confirmed with the
presentation of "Passion," a visually spectacular, soulfully electric production.
Don't miss an evening when "the Virgin Mary, Buddha,
Christ, fire, ice, fear, love, pain and awe all make appearances."
Remaining performance tickets are $10, $18, and $6, with discounts available for students and senior citizens. Call the Box
Office at 486-4226.

Summer Concert
Series With Twain
The Mark Twain House announced the expanded schedule
for its popular Twain at Twilight Concer t Series this summer. The
three outdoor concerts are offered Wednesday, June 22nd, July
20th, and August 24th on the grounds of The Mark Twain House
Performances begin at 6:30 p.m. The first floor of The Mark Twain
House is open to concert goers free of charge at 5:30 p.m. Picnics
are encouraged (weather permitting), and admission and parking
are free.
The first summer concert is entitled "Chamber Music Plus."
It includes cello and piano music by Harry Clark and Sanda
Schuldmann, with readings by Rob Bundy, Associate Artistic
Director of Hartford Stage. Theprogramwillfocusonstorytelling
through music, including "Lenore" by Liszt and a humorous
work for narrator and cello based on nineteenth century newspaper reports.
For more information, call Jennifer Huget, Director of Public
Information, at 247-0998.

Petersen Exhibit
Karen Petersen will open an exhibit in the former G. Fox &
Company storefront windows on May 13th at 4 p.m. A reception
will run until 6 p.m. outside the building on the sidewalk. The
exhibit itself will show through June 30th.
Karen A Petersen, Associate Professor of Art at Hartford
College for Women, is a sculptor who works in bronze, aluminum,
and marble, creating pieces ranging in scale from very small to
very large.
Also an accomplished painter, Petersen's work is classical,
yet contemporary and unique. Each piece exhibits her characteristic themes of strength and tenderness, power and vulnerability,
sadness and whimsy-making her body of work a coherent artistic
journey.
Petersen's most recent pieces emerge from her growing
interest in the Eskimo legend of the Sedna, a sea goddess with
power to create life and control the ocean harvest. Part woman,
art fish, the Sedna reflects the Eskimo's deep appreciation of the
link between humans and animals, as well as tine importance of
living in balance with nature.
This is a museum quality, traditional exhibit in a nontraditional setting. This show consists of angels, Sednas, and animals,
which Petersen thinks of as guardian angels. In addition, there is
little china doll which Petersen uses to represent the fragility of
life in several oi her paintings.
A percentage of any sales from the exhibit will be donated to
organizations that work in Hartford to protect the people whose
ives they touch.
The general public is invited.

...A look around town
for the culturally curious

Black 47, an Irish band, is the opening act for the Samples this weekend. The concert
begins at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday on the Life Science Center quad.

Fll£ PHOT0

Black 47 To Open Spring Weekend
BY JARRETT RUSHMORE
Arts Writer
It was a dark and stormy
night. Actually, it was quite
dark, but the sky was clear. Two
of us, as devoted TCAC members, braved the B & G car, a
station wagon thesizeof a swimming pool, to trek down the
Berlin Turnpike (home of the
Olympia diner and Bowl-ARama) to visit the esteemed city
commonlynotedasNYC. Now,
please take into consideration
that I have never been to NYC,
and as such, was in for quite a
surprise. You see, the directions
we received were quite erroneous, and we spent a lot of time
on the infamous Northern Boulevard of Queens, home of Sal's
Toyota/Nissan/Yugo, Jed's
Restaurant and the esteemed
Joe's "We cash checks here' convenience store. Needless to say,
my first exposure to the great
town of New York City proved
to be quite a disappointment.
After an hour, much of it spent
huddled over a map, we found
our way to Manhattan, and
parked the car.

and wooden floors; it sort of
reminded
me
of
an
Shakespearean Theater of yore.
In any case, we arrived just in
time to see the headliner, Black
47 , a band that took its name
from the darkest year of the Irish
Potato Famine, 1847.
It was Saint Patrick's Day,
and Black 47 is an Irish band.
Consequently, The Academy
was absolutely packed with
around 1000 drunk, happy and
incredibly enthusiastic people.

sell out days of U2. Larry Kirwan
was completely impassioned
with the words and the music,
and his motivation and energy
flowed from the stage into the
crowd. The room was filled
with incredible musical energy,
alternative musicalsounds (a tin
whistle, uilleann pipes) and incredible percussion. To top this
barrage of auditory senses, a trio
of Irish step dancers pranced
onto the stage with the complete approval of the audience.

In effect, this Irish band was an act based
entirely on feeling. That is, they werea band
that-playednot only upon musical excellence
and appreciation, but they evoked feeling in
their music. This is a quality that most bands
have lost.
In silence, the lead singer, Larry
Kirwan, walked onto center
stage and hoisted his guitar into
place. The percussionist, Thomas Hamlin, sat down. Now I
refer to him as a percussionist,
and not a drummer, for a specificpurpose. Hedidnotmerely
play the drums, he played everything. His hands, sticks,

Their music ranged from funk,
hardcore, pop, rock to an occasional rap tune.
In effect, this Irish band was
an act based entirely on feeling.
That is, they were a band that
played not only upon musical
excellence and appreciation, but
they evoked feeling in their
I seemed to have strayed
music. This is a quality that
from my point. The actual purmost bands have lost. Black 47
sang about the oppression of
As Black 47 began their set, the crowd went their
homeland, of the quality of
absolutely wild, and we could see why. They life, of unrequited love, of James
Connolly and of the political
reminded me of the pre-sell out days of Ml.
awareness that we should all be
pose of our visit was to see an up brushes accomplished a brilliant a part of, This passion and
and coining band. The agent for array of sounds. Chris Bryne strength of feeling is an incredTCAC, a guy named Chris Bar- walked to the right of the stage ible quality for a band to have,
ber (who incidentally bears a with a variety of musical instru- and the crowd was able to perstriking resemblance to the cur- ments (including a tin whistle suade them to perform 3 enrent TCAC president, Steve and uilleann pipes), and Geoff cores.
Marcus), recommended this Blythe and Fred Parcells (the " My reason for writing this
band as the next act to rocket horns) walked to the left of the is not to convince you that we
through the charts; a reflection stage. The bassist, David had a good time in seeing Black
of a certain Spring Weekend of Conrad, floated partway out of 47, it is to try and persuade you
years past, if you will (U2 was the shadows. The crowd, previ- to go and see them. I underhere at Trinity before they hit it ously fairly apathetic for the stand that most people may not
big). In any case, Chris really opening band^ watched spell- attend this band because it is a
pushed for some members to go bound as this emergence oc- lesser known opening band,
and see this band, and reinforced curred. As Black 47 began their, Well, wait a year, and Black 47
his claim with free tickets to The set, the crowd went absolutely will not be opening up for anyAcademy. The Academy was a wild, and we could see why. one. If you miss these guys now,
two story club with videotaping They reminded me of the pre- you will regret it!
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Some Helpful Hints On HowTo Find A Summer Job
who left the search until mid-May last
year and ended up working as a temp,
folding envelopes for two days; working
Laying on the main quad in this as a substitute assistant in an elementary
recently developed beautiful weather, I school for three weeks; telemarketing for
don't appreciate my mind informing me Miracle Ear Hearing Center (something
of all my worries. So I pushed the nag- that you're lucky to hear me admit- no
ging thought of my schoolwork to the pun intended) for two weeks; babysitting for two months; and doing a lot of
back of my mind.
I was trying to enjoy the beautiful yard work. The lesson which I learned is
weather, worry:—free, but the little man that good jobs are not something to be
who lives inside my head and loves to left until the last minute.
I found the Trinity College Career
torture me pushed another anxiety forward in my consciousness: my summer Counseling Center to be a good place to
start. They have information on availjob, or lack thereof!
I spoke the taboo words out loud able summer employment for different
andnoticed anumber of grimaces around areas of the country.

WHITNEY POMEROY,
Features Writer

.

the career centers of local colleges innear
my home town. This is a wise move,
especially when you live more than a few
states away. They would most likely
have a more comprehensive selection

hour, 9-6, Monday through Friday for
three months. "Guess who felt like the
idiot at the end of the summer? Not my
friend.
And it wasn't just the money, she

So my advice to you: swallow your pride and don't overestimate yourself Parents, friends, and relatives who
have a pull somewhere important are a cool commodity
that you should feel free to use.

than'Trinity's office would.
Another idea, one that only lasted
two days for me, but might be more
acceptable for some people, is to contact
a temporary agency. You could end up
working
for a good company that could
I was trying to enjoy the beautiful weather, worry—free, lead to future
employment.
but the little man who lives inside my head and loves to
Also, the pay is generally very
good. For $6.75 an hour, some people
torture me pushed another anxiety forward in my conmay be more content and willing to sit
sciousness: my summer job, or lack thereof.
around folding envelopes all day than I
was.
If nothing can be found there, try the
Also, take advantage of your parme. It's something that I find everyone is
avoiding. With Spring Weekend, finals, want ads in your local newspaper. I was ents, friends and relatives. A friend of
and graduation rapidly approaching, really surprised at the number of cool mine from high school got a job through
who has time to think about summer jobslfound there. I never knew that'tree her father and I remember thinking,
employment? There are so many other climbing' was an actual profession until "Well, I'm in college - I'm independent, I
things to think about which are happen- I read the classified section of the Hart- don't need to rely on anyone to find a job;
ford Courant.
, •. .
I cando it on my own."
ing prior to summer, why bother?
' Wrong. My friend made $10 an
Another thing I did was to contact
Wrong folks! Take it from someone

had a great experience. It doesn't huTt
that it looks really nice on her resume. So
my advice to you: swallow your pride
and don't overestimate yourself. Parents, friends, and relatives who have a
pull somewhere important are a cool
commodity that you should feel free to
use.
If you still can't find a job, another
idea is a part-time internship, along with
a part-time job. You'd make money, and
at the same time, do something that will
look good on your resume and provide
you with good experience.
These are the things that I have done
in my search. As a result, I feel confident
that I can avoid spending my days this
summer calling every citizen in Connecticut over the age of fifty to see if they
have a hearing problem.

(ON THE QUAD! )

This Week's Amazing Question Is...
If You Had To Take A Professor To The Spring

•Fmrtrrt
PHOTOS 8Y SHARA ABRAHAM

Alex Miller '95
Amy Kirkland '95
"Jerry Watts, 'cause he's chiffln' L-I-V-I-N,"

JaredVonArx'95
"Dina Anselmi, 'cause
she's dreamy."

Tanya Jones '97
"There aren't my hot
professors!!!"

Julie Baker '94
"EdCaliguri. We're both
gonna' be outta' here in a
month & we're damn
happy about it!"

jili Charlesworth '95
"Drew Hyland, 'cause
he's sparkly."
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1 lore's a hunt that is better suited for Trinity students
\\ uh Spi MIL1 Weekend approaching. We realize that
most ol \ on participate in a Beer Hunt most weekends,
hui this is one of a different sort. Correctly identify the
I o 11 ow i n ii heer labels and win.
I L\I\ L" \ oni answers in a voice mail message at x2583
and the lust message with the correct answers will win
a 12 pack of their favorite.
7 ripod staff are not eligible. Sorry.
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PATERSON COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTER, INC.
32 Clinton St., Paterson, N.J. 07522
Phone: (201)790-6594 • Fax: (201)790-7703
THE PATERSON COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER, INC.
(EL CENTRO DE SALUD DE LA COMUNIDAD DE PATERSON)
ANUNCIA LA APERTURA DEL NUEVO CENTRO
DE SALUD ACEPTANDO APLICACIONES Y RESUMES
PARA LAS SIGUIENTES POSICIONES:
PEDIATRA
MEDICINA GENERAL
COMADRONA
DENTISTA ..
ASISTENTE DENTAL
REGISTRADOR
REGEPTIONISTA

CHOFER
TRABAJADORA SOCIAL, BA
EDUCADOR(A) DE SALUD
LABORATORISTA
INTERNISTA
ENFERMERA :
SUPERVISOR DE ENFERMERA

HIGIENISTA DENTAL
GERENTE : •}'
ASISTENTE ADMINISTRADOR
CAJERO(A)
MANTENIMIENTO LIMPIEZA
TRABAJADORA SOCIAL, MSW
DIETETICO CERTIFICADO

Enive resume a ladoctora Mary E. Garner, CEO
32 Clinton Street, Paterson, NJ. 07522
El Centro de Salud Comunitario de Paterson es igunidad de empleo.
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Boots & Birks Offer Advice...

Obsessed With Freshmen
Women Being Obsessed
Deai Boots & Birks:
Ineedhelp indealing withmy friend.
I was going to forget about it during
break, but I had plenty of time to think
and I care about her.
She is always complaining about
everyone around her—she is annoyed
easily, Silly little habits of others annoy
her—people in the dorm, in classes, at
Mather. She even complains about her
parents excessively.
She claims she had a terrible childhood, but in reality she had parents who
loved her, cared about her and showed a
genuine interest in all she did. She says
things about others that are so picky and
I really think it hurts everyone's feelings.
Being hones t is one thing, but I think
sheisblind to the tolerance thatisneeded
to be a good person. There are times
when she is so great to be around, but
there are other tunes when she is so
intolerant that it is awful to be around
her.
It bothers me a lot because I enjoy
the diversity of people I meet here. I
don't mind the little weird things about
others because I know that I have some
peculiar habits too—everyone does. It
bothers me when she complains about
her parents because mine totally ignore
me and always have.
As a teenager I hung out at friends'
houses or at the mall, and always wished
I could have parents who took me places
and enrolled me in ballet classes and
took me shopping, lather than just giving me the plastic card and telling me to
go by myself.
I'm a little jealous of my friend becauselwouldloveitifmyparents would
call today to se how I am or to find out
what courses I am taking and actually
hear what I say. Her parents were so
good to her and still are, but she continues to bash them and everyone else.
What can I say to her to make her see
how she is acting towards others, ad that
she needs to be more flexible about everyone and respectful of peoples' differences? Most of all, how can I make her
appreciate what she has before it is too
late?
Signed,
Concerned Connie
Dear Concerned Connie:
There are a lot of interesting factors
in your dilemma with your friend. First
of all, you need to address how to help
your friend.
It's wonderful that you are willing
to stand by your friend, even when she is
not so fun to be around. Hopefully, she

will realize what a good friend YOU are
being.
Have you tried talking to her?
Maybe she is going through something
that she is actually hiding from you.
Often, it's hard for people to know what
makes someone tick when tha t other person always seems so happy. Your friend
may very well have some deep-rooted
anger that makes her lash out at others.
Perhaps your friend expects too
much of others. Is she an overachiever?
If this is the case, it's easy to understand
how she would be easily disappointed in
not only her ownflaws, butotherpeoples'
flaws as well. Maybe she really can't
help being this critical because she doesn't
know she is acting this way. As a friend,
you can help her change for the better.
As for your jealousy, you shouldn't
feel guilty about it. It's understandable
that you would be angry at€ someone
who complains excessively about something you only wish you had. Maybe by
pointing out how good she has it she'll
become more flexible and appreciative.
Good Luck!
Signed, Boots
Dear Boots & Birks:
Is the word "obsessed" the secret
password of the freshmen women of Trinity? Listening to these otherwise intelligent beings talk, I am amazed at the
frequency with which this word is being
used in a single conversation. They speak
of being "obsessed" with getting a tan,
"obsessed" with frozen yogurt, "obsessed" with a candy bar. The definition
of "obsessed" is "to haunt, to preoccupy^
to fill the mind completely, the complete
domination of the mind by one idea."
Come on now, if frozen yogurt is
"filling your mind completely," youhave
a major problem! Might I suggest some
other interests—Austin Arts, Undgr*
ground Coffeehouse, intramural, lectures, SGA? Like saying "urn" or "you
know," the excessive rendering of this
word gives the impression of an airhead
and is driving me nuts. I am obsessed
with your obsession with saying "ob-r
sessed!"
Signed,
A Totally Awesome Excellent Dude
Dear Excellent Dude,
Finally someone speaks out against
such mindless verbiage! What IS the
obsession wiht the word "obsession"? I
only wish I had the answer!
Butdonotfret Give these freshmen
some time and perhap s, after a fewhearty
servings of cool berry blue, these women
will outgrow their "obsessions."
Signed, Birks

Spring Weekend
Beer Specials
The Tripod decided that with Spring Weekend coming up,
we should survey the current beer specials at local package
stores. Here's what we found....
ity Package Store
'12 pk bottles
$7.49
12 pk bottles
$9.99
p. pk bottles
$9.99
2 pk bottles
$11.99
tiffhny purchase over $50.

Spirits
/'., ffrck Bock tasting 5-8 p.m.

: bottles

$7.49

B
k bottles
ife 12 pk bottles
H&L Liquors
12pkbott
ud 12 pk
Lite cas
estca

Remember:
1) Bottles are not allowed at the concert on Sunday.
2) Also, in accordance with CT state law, you must be over the age of 21 to
consume alcoholic beverages,
Government Warning:
1) According to the Surgeon General, women should not drink alcoholic
beverages during pregnancy because of the risk of birth defects.
2) Consumption of alcoholic beverages impairs your ability to drive a car or
operate machinery and may cause health problems.

The Writing Center
Individual Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Vernon St.
Hours:
Monday through Friday
1:00 — 4:00 PM
Monday through Thursday
6:30 —9:30 PM
Late night hours in Mather Hall
Sun, Mon, and Thurs 10 PM 'til Midnight

Drop in or call 2468
for an appointment;
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Women's Lacrosse Steps Toward An ECAC Bid
BY CYNTHIA H. LEONARD
Sports Writer

The women's lacrosse team has done
it again. This week, the team dominated
the field in both of their games winning
two important matches against Wesleyan
and Williams.
The Bantams beat Wesleyan at home
on Tuesday, the final score an embarrassing 16-4.
On Saturday, they traveled to
Williamstown where they annihilated
Williams by a score of 18-10. With these
two wins, the women's lacrosse team at
Trinity has taken yet another step towards an EC AC bid, entering the tournament at the top of the ladder.
In thehomegameagainst Wesleyan,
the team finished with a very impressive
finalscoreofl6-4.Thecoldweathermade
for a cold first half. Shots were off, play
was slow, and energy was lacking. However, the other team left enough gaps
that the offense could produce eight goals
by the half.
The first goal of the game was scored
by defender Sarah Menoyo '95. The offense was lead by Robin Leary '95, Lindsey Davidson '94, and Jory Waldman '97.
The score at the half was 8-2 Trinity.
Coach Robin Sheppard said that despite
the high score, she was a little disappointed with thepassing game and shooting in the first half.
In the second half, the women
cleaned up their game, proving their
weaknesses were only temporary. By the
end of the game, Leary had 5 goals and 4
assists, Davidson had 5 goals and 1 assist, and Waldman had 3 goals and 2

Junior Defender Sarah Mendyo carries the ball down the field in the game against Wesleyan
assists.
The defense also had a very strong
game/as the ball rarely got past half
court. Goalie Sharon Fernandez '96 had
13 saves and many interceptions were
made by Jenny Dakin '97.
On Saturday, the women had an
incredible game against their arch rival
Williams. With a final score of 18-10,
both offense and defense displayed incredible performances.

Again the leading scorers were
Davidson with6goals, Leary with3 goals,
Waldman with 1 goal and 1 assist, and
Kara Ryczek '96 with 2 goals and 3 assists,
Braxton Jones '94, and Sanny
Burnham '95 each had a goal as well.
Goalie Fernandezhad 15 saves. Defender
Colleen Smith '95 had 4 interceptions
and Dakin had 5.
Though Williams was supposed to

KELLY COUIS

be tough competition for Trin, the Bantams walked proudly off the field reminding those who wondered that Trinity is a force to be reckoned with. Unfortunately, the Junior Varsity team didn't
do as well. They lost with a disappointing score of 12-11,
The last three games are against
Amherst, Springfield, and Bowdoin.
Then Trinity looks to the ECAC's Perhaps even the NCAA Tournament?

Men's Lax Faces Rival Williams
continued from page 20

with two goals each. Greg Franco '96 and
'ifike K6binsoa ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
one apiece. The final stfore was i.$%ii ' '
Tracing the history of the TrinityWilliams rivalry reveals the intense bravado that the match upcreates. Although
the day was fraught by Bantam despair,
the game was a hard fought duel that
met all standards of intense play. Trinity

quarter finally ready to play- Riding on
the offensive performance of Kastrud.
tteB^^mAUrtJ^wifhli^wo^butagain
trie Banfsslumped'ahd Wire soon down
by four. Although they played the rest of
the game with wild abandon, it was not
enough and too late, The game was lost
11-7. Kastrud's two goals and Gus Phelps'
two goals and two assists were critical.
Lerner, Robinson, and Carjfe all finished

Saturday's battle with Williams displayed a strong rivalry, showcasing two of the NESCAC's best teams,
came ready to play hard, but was unfocused. The balls went everywhere except
towards the Bantams side. One ball off a
stick. Another off the goal pipe. A third
off the goalies helmet, soaring into the
air- ephrnari's ball. The story of the first
half can be summed up by a recount of
the Scoreboard 6-0.
On a day when nothing seemed to
work, the Bantams came out in the third

with one tally each.
•
The Bantams are in a clutch situation because from here on out each game
has playoff ramifications, but with the
hardest of games of the season played,
the team looks in good shape.
With league rival Wesleyanathome
on Wednesday and Union away on Saturday, next week shapes up to display
great lacrosse.

Men's Lacrosse faced a tough loss against Springfield last week.

Never grow up.
Go to scnbbl Ibl'eVer.
LSAT:
GMAT:
GRE:
MCAT:

7.5
72
214
6.0

points
points
points
points

And these are just averages!

Courses for
the June tests
start soon!

The PrinGeton Review
Score more!

(800)500-7737

When final exams are over
put ;PAK MAIL to the test.
ftcking up and heading for home is a multiple choice problem!...',
But jour best solution is PAK MAIL
/ . . ; :.•; f'.'
W can custom package and crate everything, jjoiii your high- - • ;•:
tech electronics, furniture and other fragile items to'boote anil:.-,';
clothing. So no matter what ygur packaging and shipping needs
are, PAK MAIlihas the expertise'and materials to ensure your\f.- '.'„
belongings arrive quickly and safely.
'•'•'!•', •:.'•'
:
And that's how ue mate the grade - everyday. ,
'
STORE NAME
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
.Vol The Post Office; The MOST Olfice.
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Crews Face Disappointing Losses
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Trinity Kites New Swim
Coach Amy Williams
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

KATHEBINE MITCHELL

The novice women practice outside Ferris. Only where is the water?
The Trinity Crews headed to Mercer County, New Jersey to race Georgetown University and
Columbia University. The women's boats fell behind in the races but two of the four men's boats did
well. The novice lightweights and the varsity lightweights both beat Georgetown and Columbia. The
Novice heavyweights and the Varsity heavyweights lost to Georgetown but beat Columbia.

Rugby Team Sees Tough
Competition At Williams

Trinity Men's
and
Women's Swimming Team is
witnessing a changing of the
guard.
Former coach, Che t
McPhee, a coaching institution
at Trinity for over 3 decades is
retiring. Coach McPhee is replaced by Amy Williams. She
has been assistant swim coach
for the Men's and Women's
swimming teams at Division
DI powerhouse, Kenyon College since 1990.
Coach.McPhee will be
rnissed not only by his swimmers, but by. the entire Trinity
athletic community.. Coach
McPhee began his head coaching career 'at Trinity back in
1961, coaching the Men's Lacrosse team. McPhee coached
the lacrosse team for 18seasons
through the 1978 season, when
he began his new coaching job,
the Men's and Women's Head
Swimming Coach.
Chet McPhee has always
been respected and loved by
his athletes and has given a tre-

letic Conference Swimmer of
the Year, and in 1988, won the
Senior AthleteoftheYearaward
and Kenyon College Most Valuable Swimmer Award.
The success Coach Williams has had at Kenyon gives
her reason to believe she has an
advantageincoaching, "Iknow
what it takes to be at that level.
If the swimmers are willing to
come with me, I can take them
to thatlevel." There isno doubt
Coach Williams understands
how to achieve success in the
pool, her task will be to com'
municateand teach thatlevel of
excellence to her swimmers.
Coach Williams is still in
Gambier, Ohio and hopes to
come back to Hartford around
the first of May to talk with the
-team and start looking for a
place to live. Coach Williams
does not expect to move into
her new office until the middle
of July. She plans on maintaining Trinity's strong dual meet
season and would really like
for the team to make improved
showings at the New England
Championships at the end of
each season.

WiUiams says, "with Trinity being a strong
academic institution, I plan on having the
athletes set academic goals as well"

Trinity's strong performance from the Forwards in rec«>n( matches helped
prepare them for their tournament play this weekend.
zone. Frustration set in on the minutes into the first half Adam
BYCHADWOLLARD
side of the Trinity team due to Schaye 95' caught a pass from
Sports Writer
prevailing winds and a referee Joseph Jean 94' and weayed his
: Last Saturday afternoon, that was a bit more sympathetic way through defenders to score.
Chad Wollard 94' made the conthe Trinity men's rugby team towards the Williams squad.
traveled to Williamstown,Mass.
Soon after the Williams' version and the score stood 7-0
to play in the first annual Will- first score, the referee awarded at the end of the first half.
iams Rugby Tournament, a penalty for a high tackle to
The second Half opened
Trinity's first game of the day Williams deep in Trinity terri- with more referee related probwas unfortunately against the tory. Williams opted for a pen- lems. After 'Smokin' Joe Aurilio
top seeded Williams' A side.
alty kick and converted withjust '94 and Adam Schaye stopped a
Hamilton player from scoring
near the goal line, the referee
Frustration set in on the side of the Trinity
awarded a penalty try to the
team due to prevailing winds and a referee
Hamilton squad because the
player had been dragged down
that was a bit more sympathetic towards the
by his jersey rather than tackled.
Hamilton made the conversion
Williams squad.
tying the score at 7-7.
Trinity was matched over ten minutes left in the game
With just under five minagainst a larger and more physi- leaving the score at 10-0, Al- utes left in the game a pressured
cal team. However, they were though Trinity had several scor- Hamilton player shanked a kick
able to end the first half in a ing opportunities in the final deep in his own territory. Joe
scoreless tie. The second half minutes of the game they were Jeanrecovered the kick and dove
opened as the first half had unable to convert and suffered a into the try zone with just two
ended,both teams struggling to hard fought loss.
minutes left in regulation. Tringain better field position.
Trinity played its' consola- ity won by a final score of 12-7.
Midway through the sec- tion game against a less talented
On the season Trinity is 5-2
ond half, the Trinity backs were Hamilton sqtiad. Still incensed overall. Trinity's next and final
out of position whena Williams by their loss to the Williams A game of the season is on Saturfullback scored from about team, Trinity came out with re- day at home at 1:00 against the
twenty yards out from the try- newed confidence. Withjustfive University of Hartford.

mendousamountof dedication
and time to Trinity College and
its athletic department. He will.
sincerely be mi-.s'vi by everyone who lias come into contjet
with this man over the years.
Conch Williams understands the respect hi? swimmers have for Chut, and Coach
Williams plans on keeping in
touch with Chet, "I fully intend
to communicate with him and
pick his brain."
Coach Williams realizes
there will be a change in the
perception the .swimmers will
hold for theii new coach. She
explains, "he's been a father to
those swimmers. I'm going to
conic in and maybe be looked
at mote as a peer."
Amy Williams graduated

One way Coach Williams
plans on achieving this goal is
to improve the meet schedule
and fw'un against tougher opponents. Wil liams e* plains the
logic toi a toughi'i schedule,
"the host wa\ lo become more
competitive is try yourself
against people who are better
than you." This of course may
mean some losses tor the Bantams, but ovet lime the swim
pi ogram will improve.
Coach Williams also plans
on setting academic goals for
her swimmers. Williams recently was a student-athlete at
a small liberal arts college herself, so she can relate to the
swimmer's academic pursuits.
Williams says, "with Trinity
being a strong academic insti-

Williams zvas a member of four NCAA D-UI
Championship teams, a champion in 22 total
events, an All-American in 28 total events.
She is the current NCAA record holder in
from Kenyon College in 1988
with a B. A. in Psychology, and
was a member of one of the
most successful athletic programs in Division IH athletics.
Kenyon College has won 41
consecutive men's conference
titles; 18 consecutive women's
tjtles;and 14 consecutive men's
national titles; 10 consecutive
women's titles.
Wilhamh v. as a member of
fourNCA A Division III Championship teams, an NCAA Division III Champion in 22 total
wonts, an NTL.AA Division HJ
Vl-Amoi itan in 28 total events,
and is still the cuiront ML A A
rcioici holder in the 200 yard
butterlly.
fnl98oand 1%S, Williams
was voted North Coast Ath-

tution, I plan on having the athletes setacademic goals as well."
Coach Williams wants her
swimmers to be aware of where
they are coming from and
where they are going ou t of the
pool as well as in it.
Coach Williams is confident she can make Trinity's
Men's and Women's teams
achieve great success. She
.stresses, "it will take aggressive
reciuiting, solid roaching. and
commitment by the athletes."
Chet McPhee will be
missed, but when people begin
to moot Coach Williams. and
understand what she has accomplished herK-if^ithletes and
students alike will hope Williams tan coach limit) tor l~i
years too
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Individual Performances Carry Track Team
BY LISSA SMITH
Sports Writer
On Saturday of this weekend, the Trinity track team went
to Holy Cross to compete in an
intercollegiate competition with
teams from all over New England.

New School
Records
The Trinity women competed against thirty other
schools in Division one, two and
three. The Trinity men competed
against twenty other schools.
Coach Ed Mighten explains
that in a competition of this size
and caliber, the team score is
unimportant.
Trinity went to the meet to

with a time of 15.36 seconds.
Co-captain Lisa Michelizza
'94 met provisional standards
in the hammer throw. This
means she has thrown the distance necessary to be considered for nationals in the hammer throw. She threw a 41.5 foot
throw.
Alyson Guild '97 qualified
for ECAC's in the 400 hurdles
with a time of 1:12.8. Alice
McCartney '97 threw her personal best in the javelin with a
throw of 77 feet and 11 inches.
The women will compete
in the NESCAC tournament at
Williams this weekend. Those
who qualify will go on to the
New England's the next weekend and the ECAC's the next.
The men had several stellar
individual performances this
weekend as well. Steve Harding

Freshman Michelle Miller broke a school
record in the 100 meter hurdles. She set a new
record with a time of'15,36 seconds.
make individual performance
improvement and to face good
competition which will prepare
them for the NESCAC's,
ECAC's and New England's.
Several women had season
bests and set personal records.
FreshmanMichelle Miller broke
a school record in the 100 meter
hurdles. She set a new record

'94 placed fifth in the 5000 meter
run with a personal best time in
of 15:15.9 minutes: This time
qualifies him for the New
England's,
Chris Bride had a lifetime
best in the 3000 meter Steeplechase with a time of 10:02.74
minutes, a time which qualified
him for the New England's, too.

Billy Bannon '97 did exceptionally well in the 400 meters
with a time of 51:05 seconds.
Rob Norton '97 placed third in
the 400 meter hurdles with a
time of 57.1 seconds. JoeCerveto
placed eleventh in the discus

Chris Bride had a
lifetime best in the
3000 meter Steeplechase with a time of
10:02:74, a time
which qualified him
for the New
Englands.
with a throw of 123 feet and 6
inches.
The men compete in the
NESCAC'sthisweekendaswell.
Next weekend they go to the
New England's at WPI. Select
runners finish their season at
the New England D-I competition at Dartmouth the following
weekend.
Coach Ed Mighten says he
was happy with the performances at last weekend's invitational. "The competition was
tough, but we did quite well."
The team looks forward to
three more weeks in the season
in which time individual runners and relay teams will be

sharpening their skills and trying to cut seconds off their times,
add inches to their throws and
height to their jumps.
The men and women have
one more team competition

where team points are a big concern.
Then the successof the team
depends solely on theindividual
performances of runners, jumpers and throwers.

This is a
reminder that
all lockers mast
be cleaned out by
Friday, May 6*

And vou thou
afford macaroni and cheese.

PoaerBook-l45B4/SO.

internal AppleCD** 3001Plus CD-ROM
Drive, Applf KeyboardBandmouse.

Right now, you could take home one of the countrys best-selling personal notebook computer. They're all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
ever. Ift that simple. So, stop by your Apple Campus
computers* for incredibly low monthly payments. By
The Apple Computer Loan
Reseller for further information. •
i
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can
choose from the entire Macintosh' line or grab a PowerBook; the most popular You'll be amazed what you can buy on a tight college budget. • x \ p U l c

For further information visit the Computer Store
in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
Xto4^JSM©/W/i^G>#^^^^'ra^
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Baseball Faces Tough Week
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Softball Loses Double
Header Against Tufts
continued from page 20

a bit flat.
They were down 3-2, but
the Bant'scameoutof theirshells
with a big 5th inning in which
they got 5 runs. Audrey Stross
'95 pitched a great game. In the
5th inning, Sarmuk came in and
closed out the game to make
Stross the winning pitcher with
a 2-0 record. Sue Church '97,
Toolan, Amanda Smith '96, and
Laurie Small '96 all contributed
with two hits a piece." Amherst
is a club team, but they were
better than we expected," added
Toolan

20-6 record. They were last
season's NESCAC Champions,
but they look better than ever.
Everyone knew that they were
in for a tough afternoon. Tufts is
a solid defensive team with great
speed, discipline, hitting and
pitching. "Theyarethebestteam
I have seen in the ten years I
have been coaching in the
NESCAC," commented Coach
Ellis.
In the first game of the afternoon, Trinity struggled to get
hits. The Jumbos were overwhelming from the start. In the
first inning they jumped ahead

Tufts traveled down from Boston with their
intimidating 20-6 record as last seasons
NESCAC Champions, looking better than
ever. Tufts is a solid defensive team with
great speed, discipline, hitting and pitching.
"They are the best team I have seen in the ten
years I have been coaching in the NESCAC,"
commented Coach Ellis.

KATHERINE MfTCHEU
Pitching for Triaity in a game last week was #27 Dave Henry.
Thursday proved to be a in a 4-3 loss, The Bantams not
3YBETHFENWICK
completely different day against only held them back until then,
'forts Writer'
a completely different team as but also were a fairly threatenThe road forTrinity'sbase- they hosted Springfield College, ing offensive. Highlights from
ball team: was fairly long and,.
ch^engm this past W ^ k ' r t e
Bantams now have a record of '94, and Chris Donahue '95 all whiie Rooney also collected an
4-11 for the season and 1-3 for hit doubles. Ranieri earned two RBI,
After this approximately
the week. However, the team RBls and Kane one. Trinity
an be credited with more than earned runs in the first, eighth, three and a half hour game, the
heir one win. The bench has and ninth, but this was com- Bantam were challenged toplay
been filled with chatter, mark- pared to the Chiefs who earned another game, coming off an
ing its enthusiasm; as well as their seven runs over four dif- intense loss. Perhaps the momentum had been stalled, for
nd ividual players having spec- ferent innings.
the second game ended in a 5-1
Three
pitchers
saw
time
in
tacular performances in differthis game. Starter Ryan defeat,
nt games.
Carbone started the game
and was relieved by Dave
The Bantams now have a record of 14-11 for Henry '96 in the sixth. Trinity
was not a threat offensively as
he season and 1-3 for the week.
most of the players were only
Traveling to Albertus O'Connellpitched six anda third 3-1 batting. However, Owens
Magnus on Monday, the Ban- innings, after being relieved by hit a double as well as desigtams beat their opponent 9-7. middle man Little. He pitched nated hitter Scott Mitchell '96
The score was tied 4-4 in the two complete innings, giving up in the bottom of the seventh.
:
irst inning, but Mike Ranieri one run and one hit. Closer The fans went wild with this
'96 hit a sacrifice fly in the sec- Garth Ballantyne pitched the fi- burst of energy.
Ranieri, with his second
ond to bring Al Carbone '95 nal inning, retiring the order.
He has been a strong and effi- hit of the day, tied the record
home.
for most number of hits in a
Captain Peter Tighe '95 cient closer for the Bantams.
The weekend was spent on season. With six games left in
came up with a huge play, hitting an RBI triple, sending in the road as the team travelled to the season, he has the potential
Robby Kane '97. In the third Tufts to play the Jumbos, with to shatter this 98 year old 41 hit
inning, Paolo Sorio '96 earned their undersized baby blue and record.
The season is about two
an RBI off a sacrifice hit to bring brown uniforms. It was a long
day as the first game of the thirds of the way finished, some
in Dan Coppola'95,
At the bottom of the third, double header went to ten In- of the toughest games are comthe score was 7-4. Albertus nings. At the bottom of the sev- ing up. On Wednesday, they
made a late run, with a home
run in the forth, making the Mike Ranieri, with his second hit of the day,
score 5-7. The Bantams then
scored runs in the fifth and sixth, tied the record for most number of hits in a
which held Albertus back from season. With six games left in the season, he
a win.
Starting on the mound was has the potential to shatter this 98 year old,
freshman Charlie Bowes who 41 hit record.
pitched six complete innings,
throwing seven str ike outs, giv- enfh the score was tied 3-3,
host Eastern Connecticut and
ing up six hits and five runs.
Captain Jeff Owens '94 on Saturday, they host a double
Junior Courtney Little relieved started on the mound and was header against Williams, two
him in the seventh, closing the relieved by Rob Dowling '95 in difficult games, which add to
game, giving up two runs and the sixth. Ballantyne came in to the pressure. As the pieces are
two hits. Ranieri was 3-2, in- close the game in the eight. His slowly fitting together and the
cluding a double with 2 RBl's. performance was again consib- gears are beginning to work
But Coppola was 3-2 as well, tent. However the final run of together more rapidly, this
with one RBI and two stolen the game, scored by thejumbos, week will prove to be an excitbases.
was made off an error, resulting ing one!

With the third game in a
row on Thursday, Trinity still
had enough steam to plow over
Wesleyan 12-6. Early in the game
Trinity's offense was on fire wi th
3 runs in the first inning and 8 in
the second. Sarmuk held Wesleyan for awhile, but they were
able to score some last yelp runs
toward the end of the game.
Jubitz and Sarmuk had amazing afternoons by having three
hits in the game while Church,
Toolan, and Smith each let 2
drop in to finish off the scoring
frenzy. Sarmuk was upbeat after the win, "The whole teams
hitting is improving and I myself am feeling more confident
in my hittingas well as my pitching."
Spirits were high after having three wins in a row but they
would need much more than
spirit to beat Tufts on Saturday.
Thejumbos traveled down from
Boston with their intimidating

6-0. The game ended 1-9 in favor of Tufts in the fifth inning
due to the 8 run mercy rule.
In the second game Trin's
defense improved. They gotone
run and held the J umbos to only
2 runs until the 5th inning. Tufts
got one in the 6th and 4 in the 7th
to end the game.
Coach Ellis said about the
day's double header as well as
the weeks wins, "These two
games sho wed us what we have
to do to become a better team,
but in order to have a successful
season we had to win those three
games in the middle. I was not
optimistic about our chances
against Tufts, but we won those
three games in the middle which
took a lot of pressure off."
Their season continues on
Tuesday the 26th with a game
away at Mount Holyoke, a home
game on Thursday 28th vs.
NAIA team, Tcikyo-Post, and
another'double header away at
Williams on Saturday the 30th.

Junior Patty Sarmuk pitches in a home game,
one of the five they played last week

KATIIERINE MITCHELL
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Athlete Of The Week

Sports Savvy
1. What sport is played on the largest field?
2. What team has won the most NBA championships?
3. What is usually thrown the farthest in a
Track and Field competition?
4. Who holds the records for the most gold
medals in a single Olympic Games?
5. What is the only "major" sport that allows
substitutions while play is in progress?
6. What is the national sport of Canada?
7. Who beat Denmark 47-0 at the 1949 World
Hockey Championship?
8. What four tournaments make up "a golfer's
grandslam"?
9. What is a "fisherman's bend" or a "bucket
hitch"?
10. What woman holds the record for the
most Wimbleton Tennis Championships?
11. Who was the first player elected to the
Baseball Hall of Fame?
12. Who has played in the most NHL all-star
games?
13. Who retired with 755 home runs to his
credit?

Lindsey Davison '94
This week's Athlete of the Week is Lindsey Davison '94 of the Women's Lacrosse
team. This Senior from St. David's, PA has
played all of her four years at Trinity She is
the team captain and a leader on the field.
This week she played 2 outstanding games.
On Wednesday, against Wesleyan, Davison
had 5 goals and 1 assist. In the Williams
game this Saturday, she tallied 6 more goals.
Great job, Lindsey. Keep shootin'.

This Week In Sports
Tuesday, April 26th
Softball vs. Mount Holyoke at 3:30 away
Wednesday, April 27th
Baseball vs. Eastern Conn, at 3:00 HOME
Men's Tennis vs. Holy Cross at 3:00 away
Men's Lacrosse vs. Wesleyan at 3:30 HOME
Thursday, April 28th
Softball vs. Teikyo-Post at 3:30 HOME
It, . -Friday,

Men's Tennis NESCAC at Williams

15. Who pitched a perfect game for the New
York Yankee's in the 1956 World Series?
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Saturday, April 30th
Crew vs. Conn. College & Wesleyan
(at Worcester) 10:00
Softball vs. Williams at 1:00 away
Baseball vs. Williams 12:00 at HOME
Men's Lacrosse vs. Union at 2:00 away
Women's Lacrosse vs. Amherst at 2:00 away
Track NESCAC at Williams at 4:00
Men's Golf NESCAC at Middlebury at 1:00
Tuesday, May 3rd
Softball vs. Albertus Magnus at 3:30 away
Baseball vs. Western Conn, at 3:30 away
Men's Lacrosse vs. New Haven at 3:00 HOME
Women's Lacrosse vs. Springfield at 4:00 away

Tuesday: $3.50 Pitcher Night
Thursday: $4,00 Pitches
What Should Marty's Message to the Class of '94 Be?
Entries 40 characters or less. Deadline is May 4th.
Winner Gets a Keg.

Come on down to The View for Lunch or Dinner

TRIPOD
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Men's Lax Seeks Playoff Contention Trinity Tennis Team

Riddled With Injury

Goalie Ed Ronan makes a save in last week's match up with
Springfield College. Ronan had 17 saves in the game.
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer
Last week, the Trinity bantams left Hartford to play two
games with playoff implications. Wednesday's battle with
the Amherst Lord Jeff's was
marked by apocalyptic winds
and Gus Phelp's four goals.
Saturday's battle with the Williams Ephs displayed a strong
rivalry, showcasing two of the
-NESCAC's best teams.
Although Amherst has not
been strong in the past few years,
they are a team on the rise. Trinity momentarily ended the Lord

Jeff's upward surge. The men
took Amherst in a 15-6 scoring
frenzy. Unfortunately, Amherst
quickly scored two goals early
in the first half. Gus Phelps '95
lead his team in a dominating

The second half entailed
more of the same. Phelp's split
dodging a double team and scoring on an open net. He lead all
scorers with four goals and one
assist. Joseph Lerner '97 scored

Wednesday's battle with the Amherst Lord
Jeff's was marked by apocalyptic winds and
Gus Phelp's four goals..
transition game and Trinity
quickly ran up six uriansv«?rlf6-« •
goals. Af terphysically dominating the Lord Jeffs on the ground,
the Bantams went into the halftime withacomfortable 7-2 lead.

two goals and Greg Cartin '96
scored one and had three assists. At midfield Alex Kollack
'97, Mark Kastrud '94 and Luke
Tansill '96 led the scoring pace
please turn to page IS

Softball Wins Three In A Row

Senior Bob Whittig serves up a ball in his
doubles match last week.

USSA SMITH

On Thursday, Trinity
BY LISSA SMITH
\
, matched^p^gawst^pring*
Sports Editor.
-•--••- •"••:''1''":"field7'Top player Beard was
The Trinity tennis team unable to go so senior Ted
with four matches in six days.
They also have suffered theloss
of yet another top player to
injury. They have won, then
lost, and lqst again. After beating WPI and losing to Tufts,
Springfield, and Wesleyan, the'
week record unfortunately
stands at 1-3.
Early in the week. Trinity
was good to go. They beat WPI
6-3 on Monday. On Tuesday,
they facedTuf ts and lost with a
score of 8-1. Tufts has a strong
program and Trinity was unable to match up.

place match. Number one Tyler
Eddy '96 won his match. Number two Will McCord '95 won
his as well/This makes for the*
three wins against Springfield,
the rest of the matches were
losses.
On Saturday, Trinity
played Wesleyan. Eddy lost to
the number one tennis player
in the division in a hard fought
battle. Number two Beard won
his match.
In the number three position was McCord who lost his
ma tch. Number four Jon Beach,

Trinity lost all six singles match to Tufts.
Though Adam Beard .'95 took his opponent
to a tiebreaker, he was unable to pull put a
win.

Junior B.J.Toolan steps up to the plate in the game against Smith Last week.
KATHERINE MITCHELL
game
in
the
bottom
of the sixth.
Elms College is the toughBY L I Z A L E X A N D E R
With two more Trin runs in
est team that the Bant's have
Sports Writer
faced so far. Trinity beat them 6- the top of the 7th, all they had to
4.
It was definitely their best win do was hold their lead in the
Withfivebiggames played
bottom. B.J. Toolan '95, Sarah
this week, the women's Softball
Jubitz '97, and Patty Sarmuk '95
team came out on top with a 3-2 With five big games
all had two hits and Sarmuk
record. The teams that fell vicplayed this week, the was also the winning pitcher
tim to Trinity's consistent play
making her record 5-2.
in the early week were Elms women's Softball
the very next day, Amherst
College on the 19th, Amherst on
the 20th, and Wesleyan on the team came out on top traveled to Trinity. Amherst
Softball is a club team but next
21st. Unfortunately the week with a 3-2 record.
year they will go varsity. Everycould not end on an a winning
note with their double header of the season. Spirits were up one knew that they were capable
loss to Tufts on Saturday. The and everyone was playing well of beating this team, but adrenaBant's season record is at a re- holding a 4-0 lead but Elms came line waslow and the teamlooked
please turn to page 18
back with 4 big runs to tie the
spectable 8-4.

Jamie Lawrence '95, one number five Adam Naylor '96
Of Trinity'shot testplayers, was and number six Nicholas
lost to injury in the singles Moorehead '97 all lost their
match. He was forced to for- matches as well.
feit. Fortunately for Trinity, he
In doubles, Trinity got the
won the doubles match with second win for the day. NumJohn Bench lf*7, that he played ber two team McCord and
before, giving'Trinity their only Beach won their match. The
win of the day.
final score was 7-2.
All six singles matches
Beard says "our team is
wen1 won by Tufts. Adam riddled withinjury,hut wo will
Beard '95 took his opponent to maintain up through the
a lit*breakerbut wan unabk- to NECSAC's." Fheteamhastwo
pull out a victory, "lulls beat matcheb before the} tr;>\ el to
Trinity 8 wins, and cine loss.
the tournament this weekend.
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